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The objectives of this program were to obtain additional knowledge
regarding the parameters that affect the performance of conventional
labyrinth seal configurations and to optimize the performance of an
advanced labyrinth seal.
Rig testing was conducted to determine labyrinth air seal static and
dynamic leakage performance for solid-smooth, abradable, and honeycomb
lands using a conventional four knife straight-through seal and an
advanced seal design. The effects of land surface roughness, abradable
land porosity, rub grooves, honeycomb cell size and depth, and rotation
on seal performance were determined using the conventional
straight-through seal. The effects of rotation on optimum seal knife
pitch were also investigated. Selected geometric and aerodynamic
parameters for an advanced seal design were evaluated to derive an
optimized performance configuration.
Seal rotational energy requirements were also measured to determine the
inherent friction and pumping energy absorbed by the various seal knife
and land configurations tested in order to properly assess the net seal
system performance level.
The major results obtained in this program include the following:
o An advanced labyrinth seal design was developed that reduced leakage
26.9% compared to a conventional stepped seal.




o Using a honeycomb land with the advanced seal increased leakage 68.6%
" compared to the solid-smooth land.
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Honeycomblandswere found to reduceleakageup
to 24% for conventionalstraight-through
labyrinthseals.
o Mediumsurfaceroughnesswas foundto reduce
straight-throughseal leakageapproximately23% now -_
relativeto a smoothland at .013cm (.005in.)
clearanceand 5.0% at .051cm (.020in.)
clearance. Greaterroughnessincreasedleakage.
o Someabradablelandswere found to leak CONVENTIONAL
substantiallymore than a solid-smoothland. STRAIGHT-IHROUGH
LABYRINTHSEAL
o Groovinga porousabradableseal land
significantlyreducedleakagethroughthe
material.
o Rotationreducedstraight-throughseal leakageup to 10% for smooth
and abradablelands,but it had negligibleeffectwith the honeycomb
Iand.
o Rotationdecreasedthe advancedseal leakageapproximately6g for the
solid-smoothand abradablelands. However,the honeycomb_.and
experienceda 6.4% leakageincreasewith rotationcomparedto the
staticperformance.
o The rotationalpower absorptionfor solid-smooth,abradable,and
honeycomblandsusing a conventionalfour knife straight-throughseal
showedsmalldifferences.The honeycombland had the maximumvalue
whichwas 5.7% higherthan the power absorptionlevelot the smooth
Iand.
o The advancedseal rotationalpower absorptionfor the solid-smooth
land is approximatelythe same as the four knife straight-through
seal.





efficienciesfor currentand advancedaircraftgas turbineengineshave
been characterizedby significantincreasesin the operatingcycle
pressureratio and turbineinlettemperature.These trendstypically
c tse internalair seal leakageto increase. A higheroperating
temperaturecausesgreaterdifferentialgrowth,frequentlyresultingin
largerseal clearances. A highercyclepressureratio tendsto increase
seal leakage,even at the sameseal clearancelevel. This flow increase




As enginepressureratio increases,pressure(PU) increasesmore
rapidlythan temperature(Tu). The airflowparameter(¢ ) increases
or remainsconstantif the seal is choked. Therefore,seal leakage
increaseson an approximatelyproportionalbasis with increasesin seal
inletpressure. Applyingthis relationshipto a labyrinthseal in a gas
turbine,assumingconstantengineairflow,as compressorpres:Jreratio
is increased,the seal leakageincreasesas presentedin Figure1.
Incorporatinga variablecycle engineapproachto futuredesignsma
also increaseseal leakage. Normally,seal clearancesare set to run as
tight as possibleat the enginemaximumtime operatingpoint. The
resultingclearancesat otherconditionsare acceptedsince they usually
' representa smallpercentageof the operatingtime. However,the
variablecycleengine,throughdifferentialgrowthof hardwarecausedby
temperatureand materialdifferences,will cause the averageseal
clearanceto be greaterand _hus, increaseleakage.
Compensatingfor the currentstate of sealingtechnologyby attempting
to improveaerodynamiccomponentefficiencieshas normallyresultedin
limitedpayoffsrelativeto time, cost, and effortexpended. For an
advancedhigh bypassratio gas turbineengine,Figure2 shows examples
of the improvementsin compressorand turbinecomponentefficiencies
requiredto achievethe same increasein engineperformanceas a
reductionin turbinesealcomponentleakageof ]% of the engine
airflow. A reductionin the compressorrotor exit seal leakage _
amounting_o 1% of engineairflowwould producethe same resultsas a
compre,sorefficiencyincreaseof 0.91%.
The benefitsof improvedsealingeffectivenessare equallysignificant
for fuel conservationorientedengines. Figure2 illustratesthe
percentchange in engine specificfuel consumptionfor a I% (of gas
generatorinlet flow) reductionin seal leakage.
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CThere are also develnpmentcost savings. The cost trade-offfor
improvingsealperformancecomparedto improvingthe compressoror
turbinecomponentaerodynamicefficiencyis of significant |
consideration.Extractingthe sameperformanceimprovementwith
compressoror turbineefficiencyimprovements,as comparedto seal
leakageimproveme_its,is severaltimesmore expensive. Typicalexamples
of thesecost trade-offsare shown in Figure3.
The foregoingtrendsand payoffshave,therefore,added increased
emphasisto the immediateneedfor accelerateddevelopmentand continued
improvementof gas t'Jrbinesealingtechnologyin order to reducecostly
seal leakageto a m,.limum.This developmentwill also providebetter
and more reliablecontrolover sophisticatedcoolingcircuitsand
preventhigh seal leakageflows from enteringcriticallocationsin the
turbinegas path which can resultin considerablepenaltyfrom thermal
and momentumlosses.
The objectivesof improvedgas turbineperformanceand fuel savingscan
be achievedby reducingthe leakagein currentsealswith design
modificationsand by developinghighefficiencylabyrinthseal
concepts. However,there are technologyvoids in the desig_,analysis,
and "in service"performanceof labyrinthseals that requireddetailed
investigationand understanding.This informationis requiredto
providedirectionfor design improvements. DetroitDieselAllison o
(DDA)has been investigatingvariousaspectsof labyrinthseal
performanceunder in-housefundingand throughtwo contractswith the
Naval Air PropulsionTest Center. Throughthe resultsof these studies,
designconceptshave been testedthat significantlyreduceseal leakage
as comparedto a conventionalseal. The programthat is the subjectof
this reportis an extensionand expansionof experimentalwork
accomplishedat DDA over the past severalyears.
A diagramillustratingthe effortsof this programis presentedin _i
Figure4. The programwas dividedinto two basic technicaltasks. The I
work involvedin Task I includedexperimentallydetermininglabyrinth
sealperformancefor a conventionalfour knife straight-throughseal |C
usingabradableand honeycomblands. Task II was directedtoward
optimizingan advancealabyrinthseal designand exploringthe effectof |
non-constantgeometryto reduceleakagein an advancedseal. _
In Task I, four commerciallyavailableabradablelandmaterialsand
three honeycombcell size landswere evaluatedfor aerodynamic
performanceon the 2D testrig. The effectsof surfaceroughnesson
solid lands,porosityleakageon the abradablelands,and cell depth on
the honeycomblandswere alsodeterminedusingthe 2D rig. One of the
porousmaterialabradablelandswas groovedto simulatea rub condition
and retestedto determinethe effecton leakage. A11 2D rig testingin
this taskwas accomplishedat threeclearancelevels:0.013 cm (.005





Basedon the resultsof the 2D rig tests,selectedabradableand
• honeycomblandswere fabricatedand testedin the 3D rig up to 239 m/s
(785ft/sec)to investigatethe effectof rotationon seal leakag_and
to determinethe rotationalpower absorptiondifferencesof
solid-smooth,abradable,and honeycomblands. The rotationalpower
differencecombinedwith seal leakagedifferencegavethe net seal
systemperformancechange.
The abradablelandfor the 3D rig was grooved1020 to simulatea light
rub. Then the rub grooveswere extendedto 3600 and retested. Tests
were conductedstaticallyand dynamicallywith the rotor knivesforward,
over, and behindthe groovesto determinethe leakageperformance.
Also, in Task I, the effectof rotationon the optimumdesignpitch of a
straight-throughsealwas investigatedwith solid-smooth,abradable,and
honeycomblands. Fhreevaluesof pitchwere tested:.203cm (0.080
in.),.279cm (0.110in.),and .356 cm (0.140in.). Radialclearances
of 0.025 cm (0.010in.) and 0.051 cm (0.020in.)were used. Testingwas
dono staticallyand at three levelsof rotationalvelocity:80 m/s (261
ft/sec),159 m/s (523ft/sec),and 239 n,/s(785ft/sec).
In Task If, the major geometricsealparameters(knifepitch,knife
height,knife angle,and stepheight)were exploredto optimizean
advancedseal designin termsof minimumleakage. Also,the use of
non-constantknife pitchwas investigatedas a techniqueto maximizethe
internalseal cavityturbulencebetweenknives. The optimizationof
individualknife dischargecoefficientswill result inminimumseal
leakage. The 2D air sealtest rig was employedas an expedientand
economicalmeans of conductingthe advancedseal designoptimization
work and non-constantpitch studies. The optimumadvancedseal
configurationidentifiedby the 2D rig tests was fabricatedfor the 3D
rig and testedstaticallyand up to 239 m/s (785ft/sec)rotational
velocity. The advancedsealconfigurationwas testedwith solid-smooth,
abradable,and honeycomblands at 0.051 cm (0.020in.)radial
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TEST RIGS AND PROCEDURES
I
Two complementarytestrigs were used for this program. A i
"two-dimensional"(2D),staticrig was used to investigatethe primary
effectsof landmaterial. The influenceof geometricvariationson the
leakageperformanceof an advancedsealwas also surveyed,optimized,
and mappedwith the 2D rig in preparationfor the designand fabrication C
of an optimumadvancedsealfor dynamictesting. A "three-dimensional"
(3D),dynamicrig was used to obtainthe effectsof annulargeometryand
rotationon the seal leakageand power absorption.An abradableland
materialand a honeycomblandmaterialwere comparedto a solid-smooth
landusing straightseals and an optimizedadvancedseal.
2D Ri_
The terminology,"two-dimensional"statictest rig, is based on the seal
modelswhich are installedin the rectangulartest section. These i
models do not simulatethe effectsof seal curvatureor rotationand
involvesmall end-walleffects. However,the high aspectratio test _i
section,16.0cm (6.28in.)wide, minimizestheseend effects, i
!Buildingblock,adjustableseal hardwareis used to obtainversatility
and multipleuse of components. Individuallyadjustableknife and land !
sectionscan producecontinuouschangesin the primarygeometric
variablesof straight,stepped,and advancedseals in a cost effective
manner. The featuresincorporatedin the rig design,Figure5, allow i







o step height i
o distance-to-contact(axialclearance) _._
The maximumseal lengthtest envelopeof 5.1 cm (2.0 in.)will allow a
considerablenumberof straightsealknives (dependingon pitch)and up /
to four steppedsealknivesto be testedover a completerange of i
clearanceencounteredin small and largehlgh temperatureaircraft
engines.
Figure6 shows a close-upview of the two-dimensionaltest sectionwith
the four knife steppedseal installed. Each knife and each land are an
individualhorizontalpiece and can be adjustedin an axial direction
relativeto _dJacentpiecesto make arbitrarychangesin the pitch. "
Step heightcan be variedby insertingshims (not shown)between
8
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adjacentknife and landsections. The knife-to-landaxial seal
. clearancecan be easilychangedwith the adjustmentscrew as shown in
Figure6. Verticalclearancesbetweenthe correspondinglands and
knivescan be variedby clearanceshimsas noted. Changesin knife
heightare accomplishedby fillingthe knife cavitieswith low
temperaturepatternwax. The numberof knivescan be changedby
removingcorrespondingknife and landsections. For verticalknife
seals,the flow directionthroughthe seal can be changedby reversing
the knife and land foundations.Changesin knife angleand landcontour
do requiredifferenthardware.
Figure7 shows a cIDse-upview of a two-dimensionalfourknife straight
seal installedin the test section. The straightseal assemblyis
similarto, but simplerthan,that for the steppedseal since one land
sectionis required. Spacersbetweenknives,with specificheightand
thicknessdimensions,are used to adjustknife pitch and heightin the
straightseal.
The 2D rig installationpermitsaerodynamicevaluationof seal
performanceto a seal inletpressureof eight atmospheresat room
ambienttemperature.Alternately,clear arcrylicside plateswill allow
flow visualizationtestingto a seal inletpressureof 2.5
atmospheres. The rig normallydischargesoutsidethe test cell through
a 14.6cm (5.76in,) I.D.pipewhich createslessthan 0.5 cm (0,2 in.)
Hg pressureloss.
The plane walls formingthe squaretest sectionof the 2D rig experience
small structuralCeflectionswhich can resultin clearancechangesunder
high air pressureloading. A micrometerdial gauge (seeFigure8) with
.00005cm (.00002in.) readabilityismountedon the top plate to
monitorthe relativemovementof the sealknife hardware,which is
indicatedby the verticaltravelof the followerpin.
The 2D rig allowedthe extensivesurveyof seal geometryand material
effectson performanceto be accomplishedexpeditiouslyat minimalcosts
in hardwarefabrication,manpower,and schedule.
30 Rid
, The terminology,"three-dimensional"dynamictest rig, is based on the ,-'
circulargeometryof the sealmodels. The test seals typicallyhave a
maximumdiameterof 15.24cm (6.00 in.) and can be run at rotational
speedsto 30,000rpm for the simulationof actualengineapplications.
The 3D rig rotor is drivenby an impulseturbinewith speedcontrolthat
is independentof the seal inletpressure. Therefore,static
performance(at 0 rpm) and the influenceof knife tip speedsup to 239
m/s (785ft/sec)can be evaluatedover a range of sealpressureratio
from 1.0 to approximately0.51/ / CL, cm, (or 0.32/ / CL, in.). Figure
9 showsthe 3D rig installedin the test cell. The rig lubrication
systemis prominenton the shelf beneaththe test sectionand drive
turbinesection.
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The seal knife geometry is normally tested on the rotor which is a
single combination of knife angle, number of knives, pitch, and knife
height for a given flow direction and step height in the case of stepped
seals. The matching stator is designed for a single clearance and can
be reversed for the large-to-smal! diameter (LTSD) and the
small-to-large diameter (STLD) flow direction testing in the case of
stepped seals. The distance-to-contact (DTC) for stepped seals or knife
position over the land, as in the case of rub groove testing on straight
seals, can be varied by inserting shims behind the stator. Additional
use of the seal rotors has been achieved by removing some of the knives
to obtain data for shorter seals.
Instrumentation
Comparable air temperature and static pressure instrumentatlonwere used
to determine the seal leakage performance in both the 2D static rig and
the 3D dynamic rig. The 3D rig employed additional temperature and
static pressure instrumentation to define the turbine power produced
during dynamic operation. Dynamic testing also required some
electronics to record rotor speed and to monitor two-degrees-of-freedom
vibration levels at the seal test and turbine drive sections.
2D.Ri9 Instrumentation. The instrumentation locations for the 2D rig
are shown schematically in Figure 10. Airflow through the seal model
was determined with a standard ASME square edge orifice, 0.760 cm (0.299
in.) diameter, installed in a 4.925 cm (I.g39 i,.) I.D. flow tube with
static pipe taps. This flow tube was utilized for all 2D rig tests
except the porosity leakage evaluation of the porous abradable lands.
During the porosity testing of the abradable land materials, the leakage
was exhausted to laboratory ambient through a 5.0 cm (2.0 in.) I.D. flow
tube with a 1.270 cm (0.500 in.) diameter flow measurement orifice.
This test section exit instrumentation permitted accurate measurement of
the very low airflows which were throttled through the porous materials.
Static pressures upstream and downstream of the airflow orifice and at
the seal inlet plenum were normally measured on 0 to 950 cm (0 to 375
in.) HgA Heise absolute pressure gauges. Meriam 0 to 200 cm {0 to 80
in.) water manometers were used to measure PSOU and PSOD during the
porosity tests.
Q.
The seal downstream plenum static pressure was measured on a Meriam -25
to 175 cm (-10 to 70 in.) mercury manometer during all 2D rig tests.
Air temr,eratures upstream of the airflow measuring orifice and upstrelm
of the seal model were measured with shielded iron-constantan (I.C._
thermocouples. The temperatures were displayed in degrees Fahrenheit on
a direct reading Brown potentiometer scale.
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3D Ri_LInstru_entatic._.The instrumentat_e_locationsfor the 3D rig
_;-e-sIT:_n"schematicallyin Figure11. The a_rflowconditionsrequired
• to eefinethe seal leakageDerformancei_ _h_ 3D rig are the same as
those_equiredin the 2D rig.
The _me 4.925 cm (1.939in.) I.D.flow tithe,Ithpipe taps deliversair
" fro_ t_e high pressuresourceto the inlefd ffuserof the 3D rig.
Howev r, a standardASME squareedg_ or_f :_,_1.270cm (0.500in.)
dlameL_-,was installedin the flow tub,._) _ccommodatethe increased
seal a!_flcwrate. The 3D rig will p_: t_','eetimes the airflowrate of
comparab1_2D _ig seal configurat}c_,
._Ds_alci,"cumf,',:,_,,.6.0_
Additionaldata for the airflowc_nditionsin the turbinesectionof the
3D rig were necessaryto definethe power deliveredto the rotorduring
dynamictesting. The turbine_irflowwas measuredin the supplyline
usinga standardASME flow tubewith a thin plate,squareedge orifice,
which was calibratedagainsta secondarystandard.
Severaloperatingparameterswere monitoredto ensureproperand safe
dynamictestingin the 3D rig:
o rotor thrustbalancecavitystaticpressure
o lubricationsystemsupplypressure





The rotor thrustbalancecavitypressurewas measuredon a 0 to 305 cm
(0 to 120 in.)HgA helsepressuregauge and manuallyrecorded, i
A11 of the seal and turbineperformancedata taken during3D rig testing
was displayed an_ recorded by an automatic data acquisition system which ,,
was installed at the beginning of the 30 dynamic atr seal rig test phase
to accommodatethe increased data sampling requirements and to reduce
data handltng during processing. Thts system, shownon F_gure 12,
consists of commercially available componentsand was assembled as a
. self-con_atned integrated untt by OOA'sElectronics and Test Equipment
Department.
The system, as shownschematically in Figure 13, consists of a data
- input sequencer which selects a predetermined numberof Scantvalve




accommodatedthe four sealpressuresand the six turbinepressures
utilizedto calculates,_;_lleakageand power absorption,respectively.
The pressurewa_ sensedby 0 to 689 kPa G (0 to 100 psig) Druck strain
gauge transducerwith +.!5% accuracy(fullrange). At each Scanivalve
channelsettinga FlukeModel2200A data logger-multiplexerprocessed
the analogoutputfrom the transducerand four iron-constantan(I.C.)
thermocouples,whichmeasuredseal and turbineair temperatures.In
addition,the data loggeralsorecordedbinarycoded data (BCD) inputat i
each channelsettingfrom a Fluke 1900Adigitalcounterthatwas
utilizedto monitorturbinerotationalspeed. The processeddigital i
outputwas printedon paper tape by the data loggerand, also,fed to a
Facit 4070paper tape perforatorwhich was programmedfor ASCI II punch I
coding. The totaldata samplingand recordingtimefor one seal j.
operatingconditionwas approximately25 seconds. l
O4ta Reductionand CalculationMethods l
g
|





as a functionof the sealpressureratio,PU/PD,in the absenceof
Reynoldsnumberor heat transfereffects. When the dischargepressure
is approximatelyconstant,the testReynoldsnumberis invariantat a
givenpressureratiofor the ambienttemperaturealr source. The heat
transferinfluencesare alsominimizedby the an_}ientenkoeraturetest
fluid.
2D Rig Data Reduction. The 2D rig instrumentationwas manuallyread and
recordedon data sheets. The datawere transposedfrom the sheetsto
computercards and submittedas input to a programin an IBM 370-158
digitalcomputer.
For each test condition,the 2D rig sealperformanceprogramconverts
the instrumentationreadingsto the desiredunits and co,_)uteseal
airflowrate from the orificetubecalibrationcurves. The seal airflow
is then expressedas an airflowparameterfor each knife,based on the
averageoperatingknife clearance. The averageclearancearea of all
the sealknivesis used to determinethe overallairflowparameterat
tne sealpressureratio,PUIPD. These clearancevaluesare
correctedfrom the build-upmeasurementsfor the rig case deflection.
Examplesof the computerprogramoutputdat_ for the 2D rig performance
can be found in AppendixF. The prlmaryvariables(wJ TU/PUAversus
PU/PD)are automaticallyplottedby a Calcon_machineplotterfrom
the overallairflowparameterand pressureratiodata. Th£seplots can
be found in AppendixA.
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3D Rig Data Reduction. The punchedpaper tape generated by the
. automaticdata acquisitionsystemwas readby a Modco_pminicomputerand
the data thensubmittedto a permanentmagneticdisc file for reduction
by the IBM 370 computersystem. The seal leakageperformanceis reduced
by the same procedureemployedfor the 2D rig data.
Dynamicconditionsat 10,000,20,000,and 30,000rpm were recordedin
additionto the staticperformance.The 3D rig programcalculatesthe
rotorgrowthbased on the dynamicconditionsto determinethe rotational
sealclearance.
A samplecalculationfrom the 3D rig data reductionprogramis presented
in AppendixF. The Calcompplotterautomaticallygraphsthe overall
airflowparameter(ordinate)againstthe sealpressureratio (abcissa)
for linesof constantactualrotor speed (includingstatic). These
plots can be found in AppendixB.
3D Ri9 PowerAbsorptionAna'l_sis
The rotationalpowerrequirementsfor the 3D seal test configurations
were evaluatedat the same rotationalspeed and seal pressureratio by
measuringthe rig drive turbineinletand exit conditions.
The air impulsedriveturbineon the DDA dynamicseal rig was utilized
as the power sensitivedevicesince,as the power requirementsof
varioussealschange,the energylevelsintothe drive turbinechangein
orderto maintainthe same rotationalspeed. Changesin turbine
• performance(efficiency)relativeto turbineloading(or speed)were
then usedto calculatethe turbinepower outputfor variousseal
configurations.
The DDA dynamicsealrig turbineperformancewas determinedby utilizing
a discretemappingproceduredue to the impulsedesignof the turbine
blading. In the case of a pure impulseturbine,the torquecoefficient,
as a functionof blade-jetspeedratio (U/C*),is linear. Thereforethe
torqueat stall (speed= O) and the maximumblade-Jetspeed ratio at
free runningspeed(torque= O) weremeasuredto determinethe end
pointsof the torquecharacteristic.Figure14(a) illustratesthe
torquecharacteristicof the driveturbineand indicatesthe stall and
ultimatespeedconditionsmeasured. The stalltorquecoefficientand
ultimatespeedratio are notablylow,based on state-of-the-artdesign. _
This is due to the low cost, simplebladingof the driveturbineand the
inherentpower requirementsof the integralbalanceseal, bearings,and
drive shaftsystemattachedto the turbine.
" The turbineefficiencywas then calculatedas a functionof blade-Jet
speedratio (U/C*)knowingthe torquecoefficient(m) where efficiency
is nT " 4 • U/C*.
Figure14(b) illustr_testhe resultingefficiencycharacteristic
calculated.A relativelylow efficiencylevelis notedwhich, again,is
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due to the bladingand turbineshaft system. This low _fficiencylevel,
however,made the turbinemore sensitiveto small power requirement
changes,thusmaking it a gooddifferentialpower measurementsystem.
To determinethe relativesealenergyrequirementfor a given seal,the
rotationalspeed and seal pressureratio weremaintainedconstantwhile
the turbineinlettemperature,pressure,flow rate, and turbineexit
pressureweremonitored. From these quantities,the jet speed (spouting
velocity)was calculated.Knowingthe turbinespeed,the blade-jet
speed ratiowas thencomputedand the turbineefficiencydeterminedfrom
Figure14(b). The resultinghorsepowerwas then calculatedbased on the
expression:




windagelossesof the seal rotor,includingthe sides of the rotor.
However,since all the rotorstestedhad essentiallythe same sidewall
geometry,the differencein power requirementscould be attributedto
the knife and land interfacealone.
Initial3D rig testingwith the four knife straightseal rotordisclosed
significantscatterin the measuredseal rotorpower absorptiondata
when plottedversusseal pressureratio. The thrustbalancingof the
seal rotor-turbinedrive systemwas suspectedas the influencingfactor
for thisdata scatter. The normalthrustbalanceprocedure,to maintain
a constantaxialbearingload,was to changethe thrustbalancepiston
supplypressureas a functionof the sealupstreampressure(PU)
only. However,after severaltests it was noted that the seal
donwstreampressurewas varyingconsiderably,dependingupon the
clearanceand type of landtested. This was due to the range of seal
leakageexitingthroughthe rig exhaustsystem,which createda
significantvariationin seal downstreamback pressure,thus influencing
the thrustbearingload.
To determineif the turbineaerodynamicscould detectthese suspected
changesin bearingload, a testwas performedin which the thrust
balancepressurewas variedto purposelychangethe thrustload. Figure
15 illustFatesthe effectof varyingthe bearingloadfor a given seal
configurationfrom 670 N _150 Ibf)to 1550 N (348 Ibf) at 20,000rpm
and at a sealpressureratioof 1.7. As noted,a .142kw (.19hp)
changewas indicatedover the thrust loadrange tested,thus
substantiatingthat the power absorptiontechnique,utilizingthe
turbineas a measurementdevice,could in fact differentiaterelatively
smallchangesin power absorption.
As a resultof this sensitivity,all subsequent3D test calibration
pointswere made with a constant670 N (150 Ibf)bearingloadwhere
possible. This was accomplishedby monitoringthe seal downstream
14
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\pressureand includingits effect in determiningthe requiredthrust
balancepistonpressureto maintainconst,ntbearingload.
The resultsof the seal powerevaluatiorsand comparisonsare described
in the sectionon "RotationalPowerAbsorption".
Descriptionof Test Conditions
Test conditionsfor the 2D rig and 3D rig were selectedto providea
good distributionfor data plottingwithinthe pressurerangeof the
facility. Pressureswere the only conditionsarbitrarilycontrolled.
Air supplytemperaturesvariedonly +4 C (7OF)from a nominal23 C
(73OF).
2D StaticRi_. The operationalsimplicityand low data sampling
requirementsof the 2D rig permittedthe recordingof fifteenseal
pressureratio conditionsfor each test configuration.Test conditions
at seal inletpressuresup to a maximumof eight atmosphereswere
recordedfor some sealconfigurations.The followingtable liststhe
standardseal inletpressuresset in increasingorder dr,ring a typical
2D rig test.
TABLE1. Typical2D Rig Test Conditions
Sequence PU/PD PU - Seal UpstreamPressure
Number (Approximate) cm H9 A in. H9 A
, 1 1.12 33.2 1.22 36.
3 1.42 107. 42.
4 1.63 122. 48.
5 1.83 137. 54.
6 2.03 152. 60.
7 2.44 183. 72.
8 2.85 213. 84.
g 3.25 244. 96.
10 3.66 274. 108.
11 4,27 320. 126.
12 4.88 366. 144.
13 5.49 411. 162.
14 6.10 457. 180.
15 6.78 508. 200.
3D DynamicRi9. Statictestingon the 3D rig was similarto that on the 2D
• rig. However,the higherairflowrates and more restrictedsealdischarge
area limitedthe pressureratio range to about one-thirdthat of the 2D rig.
The followingtable liststhe standardseal inletpressuresset in increasing
• order duringa typical3D rig test.
15
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TABLE 2. Typical3D Rig Test Conditions
Sequence PU/PD PU - SealUpstreamPressure
Number (Approximate) cm H9 G in. H__G
1 1.12 9.4 3.7
2 1.21 17.0 6.7
3 1.40 32.3 12.7
4 1.58 47.5 18.7
5 I.76 62.7 24.7
6 1.94 78.0 30.7
l 2.28 108. 42.7
8 2.61 139. 54.7
g 2.93 169. 66.7
10 3.24 200. 78.l
Each3D rig testwas initiatedby takinga static(zerorotor rpm)
leakageflowcalibration.The staticcalibrationwas followedby
rotationalcalibrationsat sealrotor speedsof 10,000,20,000,and
30,000rpm. At eachpoint,a full scanof the automaticdata
acquisitionsystemwas recordedon punchpaper tape printout. During
the dynamictesting,thrustbalanceair was suppliedat the pressure
requiredby seal inletpressureand seal dischargepressureto maintain
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FIGURE 12. AUTOMATIC DATAACQUISIIION SYSTEM
FOR DDA LABYRINTH SEAL RIG
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FIGURE 15. SENSITIVITY OF 3D RIG DRIVE TURBINE BEARING
LOAD ON MEASURED POWER ABSORPTION
SEAL CONFIGURATION: 4 Knife Straight Seal KP- .279 cm (.llO in.)
.160 cm (.063 in.) Cell Honeycomb t.and
(hp) kw CL - .051 cm (.020 in.)
1.5
2.0-- ]" TEST CONDITIONS: Pu/PD - 1.7
Rotational _peed = 20,000 rpm
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TEST RESULTSAND DISCUSSION 1
)
The aerodynamicperformanceof conventionaland aovancedlabyrinthseals
was investigateduringthe courseof this program. These investigations
were conductedfor conventionalstraight-throughseals usingsolid-
smooth,abradable,and honeyco,nblands. Evaluationtestswere conducted
in the two-dimensional(2D)a_d the rotatingthree-dimensional(3D)air
seal test rigs.* An advancedlabyrinthsealwas alsodevelopedusing
these rigs. The previouslyunexploredsubjectof the inherentfriction
and pumpingenergy absorbedby a rotating_ealwas Investigateduring
the 3D rig testing.
The informationpresentedin thissectionhas been dividedintothe
followingsubsections:
o AerodynamicTestResultsfor Stralght-ThroughLabyrinthSeals
o AerodynamicT_st Resultsfor an AdvancedLabyrinthSeal
o RotationalPowerAbsorption
AerodynamicTest Resultsfor Straight-ThroughLabyrinthSeals
The 2D air seal test rig (shownin Figure5) was used extensivelyto
evaluatethe effectthat abradableand honeycomblandshave on straight-
throughlabyrinthseal leakage. The four knife conventionalstraight-
throughsealused fc_ this seriesof 2D rig tests is shown in Figure16.
A solid-smoothlandwas testedin conjunctionwith the abradableand
honeycomblandsto providea baselinefor comparison. A photographof
the solid-smoothland,the four abr_dablelands,and the threehoneycomb
landstestedis presentedin Figure17.
A porousabradablemateriallandand a .159cm (.062 in.)cell honeycomb
landwere testedin the 3D dynamicair seal test rig (shownin Figureg)
to determinethe effectof rotationalgeometryand dynamicoperationon
seal leakage. The fourknife stralght-throughseal used for thiseval-
uationIs similarto the 2D rig seal tested. A solid-smoothlandwas
alsoevaluatedstaticallyand dynamicallyin the 3D rlg for comparison. ""
Two additionalrotorswith knife pitchesof .203 cm (.080 in.) and .356
c_ (.140in.)were _Iso run to permitthe determinationof the effectsef
rotationand landmaterialon the selectionof uptlmumknife pitch.
A convenientm_ans of relatingthe leakageperformanceof specialland
materialsto solld-smoothlandperformance,and an approachthatwlll be
*An evaluation of the correlation of seal performance measured tn the 2D
rig with that obtained from the 3D rig ts made in Appendix D.
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used throughoutthis report,is to comparethe flow parametervalues,¢,
at a constantpressureratiofor the variouslandstested.*
Severalof the seal landconfigurationswere testedat pressureratios
approaching8:1 in the 2D riq to determinethe chokedseal Flowcher-
acteristics.A typicalexampleof these tests is presentedin Figur_
A-6,AppendixA, for the four knife straight-throughseal usingthe
nickel-graphiteland. These tests verifythat the flow parameter,¢,
approachesa zero slopeat the criticalpressureratio and remains
approximatelyconstantin the chokedflow regime.
AbradableLands EvaILation. The four abradablelandstestedincludetwo
non-porousmaterFa_s,nickel-graphiteand aluminum-polyesterwith a
materialthicknessof .076cm (.030 in.),and two commerciallyavailable
porousabradablematerials,"AbradableA" and "Abra_ableB" with a mater-
ial thicknessof .229cm (.090in.).** The sealflow paraJ_eterchar-
acteristicsderivedfrom the aerodynamictest performancedata are pr':-
sentedin Figures18, 19 and 20 for .013cm (.005 in.),.025 cm (.010
in.),and .051 cm (.020in.) clearances,respectively.The baseline
solid-smoothlandflowparameterhas alsobeen includedon these figures
for comparisonpurposes. The abradablelandswith porousmaterials"A"
and °'B"indicatedleakagelevelsapproximately13% higherthan the snooth
solid landat .051cm (.020in.)clearance. At the two lowerclear,aces
investigated,however,the porousabradablelandsshowedsubstantially
higher leakagelevels. This is attributedto the increasingratioof
porosityflow (leakagethroughthe material)relativeto the leakage
acrossthe knife gap at the lowerclearances.
Table3 presentsa comparisonof the seal flow parametervaluesfor the
solid-smoothand abradablelandsat a 2.0 and a 3.0 seal pressureratio
f,r the clearancestested. The percentvariationin leakagefrom the
solid-smoothlandhas alsobeen calculatedfrom the flow parameters.
These resultsshow that the porcuslandmaterials,"AbradableA" _nd
"AbradableB", produced10% to 60% increasein leakageat a 2.0 pressure
ratiocomparedto the solid-smoothland. The nickel-graphiteand
aluminum-polyesterlandsgave a -8% to +7% leakagechangefro_the solid-
smoothland at 2.0 pressureratio. Figure21, which graph,callypresents
the Table3 results,clearlyshowsthe higher leakagecharacteristicfor
the porousmaterialabradablelands,particularlyat small clearance
levels. The apparentleakagethroughthe porousabradablelands"A" and _
"B" diminishes as a percent of the total flow as clearance is increased.
*The complexinteractionsof sealgeometryand clearancewith the up-
stream fluid conditions ano pressure ratio limits the discussion of
absolute seal leakage in terms of massflow to specific flow conditions.
For generallty,comparisonsof "seal leakage"in this reportw111 Imply
the relationshipsamongflow parameters,$.
**The commerclal namesand manufcturers of the "Abradable A" and "Abrad-




leakage than the smooth land, respectively. The nickel-graphite land had
a roughe_ surface finish, 9_m (350 _in.), than the solid-smooth land,
0.8_m (30 _ in.). These results prompted an investigation to deter-
mine the individual effects that surface rough,_essand porosity had on
the leakage performance of the seal.
The individual seal flow parameter curves for the smooth and abradable
land tests in the 2D seal test rig are included in Appendix A.
Surface Roughness Effect on a Solid Land. A soliJ land _ith a
medium rough surface 8.3 um (325 _in.) and a solid land with a rough
surface, 22.9 um (90q_in.), were tested with the four knife straight-
threugh seal at .013 cm (.005 in.), .025 cm (.010 in.), and .051 cm (.020
in.) clearances. The surface roughness flow parameters are presented in
Figures 22, 23, and 24 for the three clearances tested. The solid-smooth
land flow characteristics have also been included in these figures. A
similar set of tests was performed using a single straightthrough knife.
These results are presented in Figures 25, 26, and 27. A summary of the
leakage results at a 2.0 and a 3.0 seal pressure ratio is presented in
Table 4 for the four knife straight-through seal and in Table 5 for the
single knife straight-throughseal. The percent change in leakage per-
formance from the smeoth land to the medium rough surface and the rough
surface lands is plotted in Figures 28 and 29 for the four knife and
single knife configurations, respectively. Over the range of clearances
tested, a medium rough land reduced the leakage of the four knife seal by
as much as 28%. The relative reduction in leakage was greatest at .013 cm
(.005 in.) clearance and least at .051 cm (.020 in.) clearance. The
rough land actually increased leakage compared with the leakage for the
smooth land at the clearances tested. The single knife performance
results show that leakage was the same or higher than that for a smooth
land.
The leakage reduction achieved with the medium rough land is believed to
be the result of increased friction losses and higher surface turbulence
which tends to disrupt the flow field through the seal. The increased
level of leakage experienced with the rough land appears to be caused by
a larger equivalent clearance. The seal clearance was measured from the
knife tip to the maximum height of the roughness elements on the land
surface. The bigger roughness elements may produce a larger path for
leakage between the clearance reference surface and the solid sub-
surface. The benefit gained from increased friction and turbulence might ,"
be more than offset by the increased leakage area for the rough land con-
figuration. The little change found in the single knife seal leakage for
the medium rouqh land points out the significant contribution of the




CombinedPorosityand SurfaceRoughnessEffectson the Abradable
Lands. the porosityleakagetestswereconductedusing abradablemater-
la_aTs-"A''and "B". These tests_re accomplishedby clampinga rubber
gasket,that duplicatedthe lengthof the four knifetest seal, onto the
surfaceof the abradablematerial. A sketchof the arrangementis pres-
ented in Figure30. This approachwas intendedto be a rapid,first-
order evaluationof the leakagerate throughthe abradablelandmaterial,
however,this techniquegaveexcellentresultsas evidencedin the fol-
lowingdiscussion.
Experimentalresultsfor solid landswith surfaceroughnessessimilarto
the "AbradableA" landand the "Abradable"B" landwere combinedwith the
porositytest resultsand comparedto the measuredperformanceof these
porousabradablelands. The flow data are presentedin the form
w/T,j/pU which makes the parametera functionof clearancearea.
This approachwas requiredto circumventflow parameter,@ , indeter-
minancysince the clearanceareawas zero for the porositytests. Table
6 presentsthe individualporosity(1) and surfaceroughness(2) leakage
characteristicsfor the "AbradableA" land. The sum of these two leakage
components(3) is comparedto the actual"AbradableA" landresults(4)
at seal pressureratiosof 2.0 and 3.0. The sum of the individual
components.investigatedis generallywithin5% of the "AbradableA" land
results (see line5). In one case only,the deviationreaches8%. This
levelof agreementis significantlybetterthan anticipatedfor a first-
order evaluation. Figure31 quantifiesthe fractionof the total four
knife straightseal leakagerepresentedby the porosityflow throughan
"AbradableA" land. Althoughthe actualporosityflow does not appearto
be a strongfunctionof clearance,it does decreasesteeplyas a percent
of the total leakageflow as clearanceincreases.
The "AbradableB" porosityand surfaceroughnesscomponentsare
summarizedin Table 7. The analysisof the pnrosityand roughnesscom-
ponentsis similarto that for "AbradableA" in Table6. The resultsfor
"AbradableB" showmore deviationbetweenthe sum of the individual
leakagecomponentsand the measuredlandperformancethan theydid for
the "AbradableA" land. The leakagecomponentsum (3) was consistently
greaterthan the measuredland leakage(4). A possibleexplanationfor
thischaracteristicmay be found in terms of the effectivesurfacerough-
nesspresentin the "AbradableB" landtest. The porosityleakage,which ,-"
is re-enteringthe mainstreampath alongthe lengthof the seal, is ef-
fectivelyfillingsomeportionof the roughnessvoids. This flow deflec-
tionactionwould have the effectof reducingthe open areabetweensur-
face roughnesselementsand subsequentlyreducingthe associatedsurface
roughnc_ leakage. A plot of the porosityflow componentrelativeto the
totalseal leakageis presentedin Figure32.
Since the porosityleakagefractionis approximatelythe same for the two
abradables,it can be concludedthat the "AbradableB" land leakagewould
28
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be reducedto the levelof the "AbradableA" land if the surfacerough-
nesseswere the same. The resultsof the_e surfaceroughnesstests
revealwhy the "AbradableB" land leaksmore than the "AbradableA" land
when the other sealparametersare equal.
RotationalEffecton the AbradableLand. An "AbradableA" material
landwas selectedfor testingwith the straight-throughseal rotor of
Figure33 (b) to determinethe effectsof rotationon leakageper-
formance. A solid-smoothlandwas used as a performancebaseline. Both
configurationswere testedat two radialclearancevalues,.025cm (.010
in.) and .051 cm (.020in.).
The staticand dynamicaerodynamictest resultsfrom the 3D rig for the
solid-smoothlandare presentedin FiguresB-3 and B-4, AppendixB, for
.025cm (.010 in.) and .051cm (.020 in.)radialclearances>respec-
tively. Similarcurvesare presentedin FiguresB-9 and B-IO for the
"AbradableA" materialland.
Table 8 summarizesthe solid-smoothand abradableland leakageper-
formanceat a 2.0 seal pressureratio for the staticand dynamictests.
The effectsof rotationon the "AbradableA" landare very similarto the
solid-smoothlandresults. At the maximumrotationalspeed test
condition,239 m/s (785ft/sec),the leakageof both landswas reduced
about 10% comparedto the staticleakage.
The 3D rig statictest resultsshowedapproximatelyequal seal leakage
for the solid-smoothlandand "AbradableA" land. Comparisonwith the 2D
rig tests showsthe "AbradableA" landleaking10% more than the solid-
smoothland,suggestinga possibledifferencein "AbradableA" land
porositybetweenthe 2D and 3D rig tests. Also, the surfaceof the
"AbradableA" landfor the 3D rig, 4 _m (160 uin.), was s_mewhat
smootherthanthe landfor the 2D rig, g_m (350 _in.). The 2D rlg
investigationsof surfaceroughnessshowedthat a gum (350 _in.) sur-
face roughnesswould reduceleakagecomparedto a smoothsurface. Speci-
fic leakageperformanceinformationfor a surfaceroughnessof 4 um
(160 _in.) is not available,but, based on the 2D ri_ surfaceroughness
testresults,it is expectedto give less leakagethan a smoothland.
Sincethe 3D rig "AbradableA" land leakagewas comparableto the solid-
smoothland, it appearsthat the surfaceroughnessmay haveoffset an
alreadylow porosityleakage.
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FIGURE 11. TWO-DIMENSIONAL TEST RIG STRAIGHT SEAL LANDS
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FIGURE31. EFFECTOF "ABRADABLEA" POROSITYON LEAKAGE
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FIGURE32. EFFECTOF "ABRADABLEB" POROSITYON LEAKAGE
THROUGHA 4 KNIFE STRAIGHTSEAL
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_,203 cm (.080 In.) (
.025 cm (.010 In,)
. 203 cm (]080 Zn.)
(a) Knife Pitch = .203 ¢m (,080 In.)
.110 In. )
I
(b) Knife Pitch i .279 cm (.II0 In.)
_ .356 cm (,140 I,,.) _--
,025 cm (.010 In,J_._ll.,_- JPad .--
\ 11\  i_j
2 6 _m 1.140 In.)
. (c) Knife Pitch - .356 c_ (.140 In.)
FIGURE 33. SKETCHESOF FOUR KNIFE ROTORS USED TO
EVALUATE THE EFFECTOF ROTATION
1
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TABLE 3. COMPARISON O_ SWO_TH AND ABRADABLE LANDS
PERFORMANCE AT VARIOUS OPERATING CONDITIONS
Seal configuration:
Four vertical knives,
pitch = .279 cm (.II0 i.J
knlfe height - .279 cm (.II0 i_
knife edge thickness - .025 _ .038 cm (.010 _ .015 inJ
NOTE: + indicates leakage greater than smooth land at comparable clearance
- indicates leakage less than smooth land at comparable clearance
FLOW PARAmeTER I FLOW PARAMETER /q,
CL, PU / FROM FROMPD SNOOT. PU/pD I Ibm°R_ SM_T.
LAND _ CLEARANCE PRESSURE LAND PRESSURE _ _ LAND
TYPE c--m | in. RAT 0 N.s J "_f °=_ % RATIO N.s "-f "_
soLxD-sMo_..gl3"l .oos 2 .0277] .3_5 .0 .027, .36_
.025 I .010 .0272 .358 .0279 .368
.051 I .020 .0277 .365 .0285 .375
i
m
"ABRADABLE A" .013 l .005 .0353 .465 +27.4 .0384 .505 +J7.4
.025 I .010 .0299 .393 + 9.8 .0325 .428 *lb.S
.051 I .020 .0305 .401 + 9.9 .0323 .425 +13.3
"ABRADABLE B" .Of3 i .005 .0445 .585 +60.3 .0484 .637 +73.3
.025 [ .010 .0344 .452 +26.3 .0367 .403 +31.4
.051 I .020 .0312 .411 +12.6 .0331 .435 +16.0
Ni Graphite .013 [ .005 .0268 .352 - 3.6 .0274 .3bl - 1.8
.025 ] .010 .0251 .330 - 7.8 .0264 .348 - 5.4
.051 t .020 .0284 .374 + 2.3 .0295 .388 + 3.3
AI .013 I .005 .0277 .365 0.0 .0285 .375 + 2.0
Polyester .025 I .010 .0271 .356 - 0.6 .0284 .374 + 1.8
.051 I .020 .0298 I .392 + 7.4 .0308 .405 + 8.0
• i I
TABLE 4. EFFECT OF LAND ROUGHNESS ON FOUR KNIFE
STRAIGHT-THROUGH LABYRINTH SEAL FERFORMANCE
FLOW PARAHETER A#/0 FLOW PARAMETER d+/+ I
CL, Pu/PD lbm "R_ SHOOTHFROMpu/p o 1 ibm, R_ ";W.)OTI!FROHII
ROUGHNESS cm I i.. RATIO l;.s II RATIO
, i I
_ooth .013 ', .005 2.0 .0277 .36_ .0 .028C I .368 .
(Baa,eline) .025 1 .010 .0272 .358 ,0280 I .368




Hedium Hough .013 .005 .0214 .281 -23.0 .0243 I .320 13.0
6-10 _m .025 _j .010 .0244 .321 -10.3 .0250 I .339 - 7.9
(250-400 pin.) .051 1 .020 .0263 .346 * 5.2 .0270 I .355 - 5.3
- IROUg_: .013 .005 .0353 .464 +27.1 .0369 I .405 +31.8
18-;)8 _m .025 |.010 I .0290 .3111 + 6.4 .0306 I .403 + 9.5(_oo-lloo,l,.) .os11.o2o I.o2,, .367 + 0.5 .o2, , .,6 . 2.,
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TABLE 5. EFFECT OF LAND ROUGHNESS ON SINGLL KNIFE
S'rRAIGHT-THROUGH LABYRINTH SEAL PERFORMANCE.
r I I bm° R _
' ¢/_ :4/¢
FLOW PARAMETFR FROM FLOW PARAMETER FROM
Ct., Po' PD IIb +R % I SMOOTH Pu/PD SMuOTil
LAND CLrARANCE PRE_SU_I_ I,_m LAND PRESSUR__ LA_I'
Smooth ,013 .00 r, 2 0 l .0323 [ .425 3 0 .0327 .430
(BaseJlne) .025 .010 l .0325 _ .427 .034] .448
0.8 L*m •05] .020 ' .0315 | .415 .0337 .444
(30 _*n. )
RMS
'1_,c]lum Rouqh .OlJ .005 .0367 I .483 +13.6 .0,172 .49U <+14.L,
6-10 um .025 .010 .0319 I .420 - 1.6 .0328 .431 - _.8
(250-400 _In.) .051 .020 ' .0314 [ .413 - 0.5 .0338 .445 * 0.2
RMS {
Rough .013 .005 .0414 [ .545 +28.3 .0422 .555 +29.1
]8-28 um .025 .010 [ .0364 i .479 +12.2 .0376 .495 +]o.b
RMF
TABLE 6. "ABRADABLE A" POROSITY AND SURFACE ROUGHNESS RESULTS
....... jCL, CLEARANCE .013 cm1.005 in.) .025 cm{.010 In.) .051 cm(.u20 *_z_
-'----_ RATZO --}._..... 3.0 2.0 3.0 ---2-?._ ,._
(I) _.A, Poroslty .000226 .000306 .000226 .000306 .0002_6 .000_ob
(.00460) .00625) .00460) .00625) .00460) .00625)
(2) ¢A, Surface .000432 .000493 .000989 .001044 .002131 .002186
Roughness (.00882) .01005) .02016) .02129) .0434b) .0445g)
(3) _A, Poroslty + .000658 .000799 .001214 .001350 .002357 .002493
Surface .01342) .01630) .02476) .02754) .04806) .05084) [
Roughness
(4) CA, Measured .000716 .000780 .00121 .00132 .00247 .00261
"Abradable A" .0146) .0159) .0247) .0269) .0504) .05]4)
Land
_i.A
(5)-_--A, From the -8.1% +2.5% +0.2% ,2.4% -4.fl_ -4.86
Measured
Land
w/T U kq. K5 (ibm °R_
_A = _ , Flow Factor- _'-_a sec _s_-------_;
(1) @A measured on "Abradable A" land at CL = 0.0
QI
(2) @A measured with artiflcia]ly rough, solid land, 9um (35i)_, In.) RMS.
(]) Sum of the indlvidual flow factors for poros*ty leakage and surface Cuughlless ludkdgu,
CAll ) + _A(2 ) •
(4) Flow factor, @A, measured for the "Abradable A" land.






TABLE 7. "ABRADABLE B" POROSITY AND SURf'ACE ROUGHNESS RESULTS
CL_ CLEARANCE .01 _ cm(.O05 in.) .025 cm(,010 In.) .05i cm_.020 In.!
PRESSURE RATIO 2.0 3.0 2.0 3.0 2.0 3.0
.4 .............
(I) CA, Porosity .000356 .000434 .000356 .000434 .000356 .000434
(.00725) (.00886) (.00725) (.00886) (.00725) (.00886)
(2) CA, Surface .000714 .000747 .001173 .001241 .00226] .002]77
Roughness (.01457) (.01523) (.02393) (.02531) (.04610) (.04848)
(3) :,., .oroslty + .001070 .001181 .001529 .001676 .002616 .00281_
Surface !(.02182) (.02409) (.03118) (.03417) (.05335) (.057]4)
Roughnes
(4) cA, Measured .000901 .000981 .001392 .001487 .002531 .002679
"Abr,_dable B"I(.01837) (.02000) (.02839) (.03033) (.05162) (.05464)
Land
A_A
(5) --_, From the +18.8% +20.5% +9.8% +12.7% +3.4% _4.9%Measured
Land
w/T U kg-K_ Ilbm °Rh
_A = p_--, Flow Factor, _ %sec psla
(I) CA measured on "Abradable B" land at CL - 0.0
(2) CA measured with artifi2ially rough, solid land, 22.9_m (900u _n.) RMS.
(]) Sum of the _ndividual flow factors for porosity leakage and surface roughness l_akage,
_A(I ) + ¢A12 ) •
(4) Flow factor, _A, measured for the "Abradable B" land.
(5) _#A = _A(3 ) - ,)A(4)
CA ¢A(4 )
TABLE 8. EFFECT OF ROTATION ON THE PERFORMA_4CE OF FOUR KNIFL STMAIGNT SEALS
AT A PRESSURE RATIO = 2.0 WITH A SMOOTH LAND AND AN ABRADABLE LAND.
KP, CL,
L_NP Knlfe Pitch Clearance Flow Parameter _¢/_ ,,
am in. am in. k_ J _Ibm .R_ From Static Pertorm_,ae
Static V-80 m/s %2-159 m/a V'239 nVs
Knife Tip (261 ft/mec) (523 ft/lec) (785 ft/_ec)
, L _= b°"
• SCN_ID-SMOOTH .279 .If0 .025 .010 .0266 .350 -2.6 -6.0 -8.9
.051 .020 .02$3 .372 +1.3 -1.9 -6.7
"ABRADABIZ A" ,279 .II0 .025 .010 .0275 _ .362 -|.6 -5.5 -9.9




Rub GroovedAbradableLand Evaluation. At the completionof the 2D rig
abradablelandtesting,the "AbradableA" porousmateriallandwas
groovedto simulatean "in service"interferencerub from the four knife
straight-throughseal. The grooveswere cut .025cm (.010 in.)deep and
.051cm (.020 in.)wide. A sketch,illustratingthe groovingprocedure
is presentedin Figure34, and a photographof the groovedland is pre-
sented in Figure35. The baselinefour knife straight-throughseal,
pitch = .279cm (.110 in.),was used for testingthe groovedland. The
test evaluationwas conductedfor clearancesof .013cm (.005 in.),
.025cm (.020in.), and .051 cm (.020in.)with the axial positionof the
seal kniferelativeto the grooveat:
(I) .025cm (.010in.) and .013cm (.005 in.)forwardof the groove,
(2) over the groove,
(3) .013 ; (.005in.) and .025cm (.010 in.)aft of the groove,
(4) midwaybetweengroovesat .140cm (.055 in.).
The resultsfrom the 2D rig groovedabradableland leakagetests are pre-
sentedin Figures36, 37, and 38 for the clearancestested. The non-
groovedlandand the solid-smoothlandperformancehas been includedfor
comparison.
The test data indicatethat groovingthe abradableland significantly
reducesthe leakageflow. The leakageat .025cm (.010 in.) and .051 cm
(.020in.)clearanceswas reducedto, or slightlybelow,the levelsof
the solid-smoothland. This resultimpliesthat the groovesact to block
the leakagethroughthe material. The increasedleakagecausedby the
materialporositythat is associatedwith many abradablesmay be avoided
by properlygroovingthe land surface.
tables9, 10, and 11 comparethe solid-smooth,non-groovedabradable,
and groovedabradablelandsperformancequantitatively.The tabulated
resultsshow that the grooved"AbradableA" land leakageis frequently
reducedto lessthan the solid-smoothland,especiallywhen the knife is
operatingaxiallydisplacedfrom the groove. It appearsthat the rough-
ness of this landcould have contributedabout7% reductionin leakage
based on surfaceroughnesstestswith smoothto rough landcounterparts.
The "AbradableA" materialwas alsoevaluatedat .025cm (.010 in.)
clearancein a 3D rig landfor the staticand dynamiceffectsof inter-
ferencerub grooving. The landwas initiallygrooved1020 circumfer-
entiallyto simulatea partialinterferencerub. Thls landwas tested in
the 3D sealtest rig using the baselinefour knife stralght-throughseal
rotor,pitch I .279cm (.110in.),_,th the seal kniveslocatedat:
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(1) .025cm (.010 in.)aft of the grooves,
(2) over the grooves,
(3) .025cm (.010 in.)ahead of the grooves.
The partialgrooveswere thenextendedaroundthe full 3600circumfer-
ence, and the landwas retestedas describedfor the 102o grooving.
Photographsof the 1020 groovesand the 3600 groovesare presentedin
Figures39, 40, and 41. The grooveswere cut intothe 3D rig abradable
landwith a rotatingsingle-knifecuttingwheel in a mannersimilarto
that usedon the 2D land. To ensureaccuratespacingof the rub grooves
in the landrelativeto the rotor knives,the knife spacingon the test
rotorwas measuredon a IOX size digitaloutput shadowgraphwhich gave
measurementswithin_ .00064cm (_ .00025in.).
Table 12 summarizesthe groovedabradableland leakageperformanceat a
pressureratioof 2.0 for the 1020 and 3600 rub grooves. The rub
groove leakageperformancechangefrom the non.groovedlandperformance
is also included. A plot illustratingthe groovedlandperformance
changefrom the non-groovedland is shown in Figure42. The 102o rub
groovescausedthe leakageto increaseslightlywhen the kniveswere
located.025cm (.010 in.)aft of the grooves. The leakagethen de-
creasedas the kniveswere moved over the rub groovesand, finally,ahead
of the grooves. The minimumleakage,at staticand dynamicrotorcondi-
tions,was producedwith the knivesaheadof the groove. The 3600 rub
groovedlandperformanceindicateslittlechange in leakage(statically
and dynamically)for the kniveslocatedaft of the grooves. Leakagewas
reducedto a minimum(-7%)with the knives locatedever the groovesand
increasedslightlyfor the sealknives locatedforwardof the grooves.
The performancevariationwith axialpositionof the seal knivesis
similarto the 2D rig results,exceptfor the kniveslocatedaft of the
grooves.
One possiblecause for the relativelyhigherleakagewith the knivesaft
of the groovesis the increasedpotentialfor porosityleakagethrough
the backfaceof the land (seeFigures3g and 41) as the flowpaththrough
the abradablematerialis shortened. This leakagepath can be eliminated
by providinga solid wall enclosingthe backfaceof the abrada_leland.
The hardwaredesignfor the 2D rig usedthis approach. Test data from
the 2D rig showedthat groovingreducedleakageand that leakagewas in..
sensitiveto the axialpositionof the knife when it was out of the ""
groove.
The groovedabradableland individualflow parametercurvesfor the 2D
and 3D rig tests are includedin AppendixC.
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FIGURE 36. EFFECT OF KNIFE AXIAL POSITION WIIHRESPECTTORU_GROOVES
IN A 2D TEST RIG "ABRADABL_ A" LAND AT A CLEARANCE = .013 cm (.005 in.)
.... _J/Po4 VERTICAL KNIFE STRAIGHT SEAL P ', PRESSURE '1
. RATIO 2.0 3.0 6.0
KP, KNIFE PITCH = .279 ¢m
(. IlO in.) SOLID LAND 0 0
KH, KNIFE HEIGHT = .279 cm NO GROOVE _ _ [_
(. 110 in. ) RbB GROOVED O n _,
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FIGURE37. EFFECTOF KNIFEAXIAL POSITION WITHRESPECTO RUBGROOVES
IN A 2D TESTRIG "ABRADABLEA" LANDAT A CLEARANCE= .025 cm(.010 in.)
t
4 VERTICALKNIFESTRAIGHTSEAL pu/PD, PRESSURERATIO 2.0 3.0 6.0
KP, KNIFEPITCH= .279 am SOLID LAND O 0 E)
(.110 In.) NO GROOVE _ _ J_
KH, KNIFE HEIGHT= .2,"9 ¢m
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FIGURE 38. EFFECT OF KNIFE AXIAL POSITION WITH RESPECTTO RUB GROOVES
IN A 2D TEST RIG "ABRADABLE A" LAND AT A CLEARANCE = .051 cm (.020 in.)
4 VERTICAL KNIFE STRAIGHT SEAL Pu/PD , PRESSURE 2.0 3.0RATIO
KP, KNIFE PITCH -= .279 cm
(. I 10 in.) SOLID LAND Q 0
NO GROOVE _ AKH, KNIFE HEIGHT = .279 cm
(.!1o_,_. ,.IrUBGROOV_ O OL ii
(.300)-- _ 1/1 T , ! , I _ I
-. 140 -.030 -.020 -.010 0 .010 .020 .030
I I I , _ I
_-.o55) (-.OLO) (-.oo5) (o) (.oo5) (.OLO)











FIGURE39. "ABRADABLE A" LANDWITH SIMULATED t
FOURKNIFE ROTORRUBGROOVES !




FIGURE 41."ABRADABLE A" LAND WITH SIMULATED
FOUR KNIFE ROTOR RUB GROOVES
Groovts Cover 300°of Seal Peliphely
.'_
. (0. 024 i r,
_- _ . ," ,060 cm ./---. (0,010in.)
" iiJi - " / / / LC.-_.o25_,.
BACKFACE " " ." ,_..,.,, _ _ ._






FIGURE 42. EFFECTOF RUB GROOVING ON THE LEAKAGE OF A FOUR
KNIFE STRAIGHT SEAL WITH AN "ABRADABLEA" LAND
AT A CLEARANCE OF .025 cm(.010 in.)
PRESSURERATIO _ 2.0
___,, __.w _,._,,
KNIFE TIP SPEED= 0 (STATIC_o GROOVE CENTRALANGLEr deg
_- 0 102
'_ 0 36o
O KNIFE TIP SPEED= 239_("P..,5-_¢)
GROOVE CENTRALANGLE, deg.
I_ 102
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++ TAI_LE q. COHI'ARISON OF SOt.ID-SMI_)TII, NON-GROOVE|) A_RAt)AULI+;+ AND GR_X)VI;D ABRADABLE
I.ANI) I+I'HI,_MANCF AT .oI I I'M ( nllr_ IN t ('I,_:ARkNCF IN TIIF; 2D TI'ST RI_I
t
._,/9
KNIFE-TO- i'ROH A •
GROOVI; _, 5eli D-
LAND AX l&L PREC.SURE FLOH SMOOTll
•" TYI+F I%_SIT ION = RATIO PA RAHt:Tt-'R LAND
cm (in.) k'-Z_" IZ--b_--_I
N._; |Ibf sac|
So| td-S_ot h 2.0 .0277 ( . J65)
3,0 ,0279 (, J68)
Non-Grooved 2.0 .0)§J (.465) +27,4
"Abradab[e A* J.O ,0384 (.50_) + _'/. 4
GI oovcd -.025 (-,010) 2.0 .0_44 (.]21) "12,1
"Abrad,Lb:e A" -.01] (-.005) ,0267 (.35l) - 3.8
0._ ,0305 (.401) + 9.9
+.013 (+.005) ,0247 (.J25) -11.0
+,02b t+.Olo) .02J7 (.J12) -14.5
-.025 (-.010) 1.0 .0282 t.371) + 1.0
-.013 (-.005) .0298 (. 392) + 6.7
0.0 .0340 (.447) +21.6
+.OlJ (+.005) .0306 (.402) + 9.4
+.025 (*.010) .0283 (.373) + 1.5
+;
• The =ere reference fox knlfe-to-qroove axial poaitlon 1= taken where the kelfe +.
tip is over cho rub groove. Positive ( \ axialposition denotes the knife tip
upstream from the land rub groove, anO the negative (-) axial position denote•
• the knlfe tip downstream from the land rub groove,
TABLE 10. COMPARISON OF SOLID-SMOOTH, NON-GROOVED AJBRADAtlLE, AND GROI)Vi_D ABRADABL_
* LAND PEPJPORNANCE AT ,025 CN (.0|0 IN,) CLEARANCI: IN Tll[: 2P q'I_ST RIG
^+i+ _"
KNI FE-T'O- FROM A
GROOVE $, SOLID-
LAND AXIAL PRESSUP_ FLOW SHOOTH
TYPE POSITION* RATIO PAI_J4EYER L&ND
t_, • t lbf lee I
Sol zd-Sr_t I_ 2.0 .0272 (. 358)
3.0 .0279 t,368}
Non-Grooved 2,0 .02%9 (.J_3)  9.8
"Abradab le A" 3,0 .0325 (,42I) +16,5
::_ droove,_ -,025 (- .010) 2,0 ,0250 (. 329) - R,I
+ "Abradable A" -.013 (-.00S) ,0259 (.341) - 4.8 :+
0.0 .0_147 (, $_IS} - 9.2 ,:
+.013 (+.00el .0242 { 311} -11.2 _-
¼&Ðh („&0 , ",0241 ( .$24} - 9,5 :
-.0_S (-.01_) ] 0 .0_7_ (.]6_) - 0,1 '_
+' -.013 (-.005} , OZlIZ (.]71) + 1,0
0,0 .0]lI0 (. ,169)  0.4_"
. +.013 (+.00S) .0_1_ {.3eli - 2.6 ;
,,_ +,02 =. (-.01o_ .0_74 (,310)
_° * The sere reference for knife-to*_roov_ axial position i• taken where the knlfu _
* tip l• over the rud_ groove. Positive ( d axle1position denote• the knife tipupstream ft_m the land ¢_b groove, and the ne_itive (-) axial position denotei
the knife tip downstream from the land rub groove.
"" ORIGINAL PAGE IS
; ' ,,;"_tNGF,'+_,-_Ai_K NOT FJM4ED_ _ QUALITYl
I"'_'Z __'_ . 2 . 1 --- ui................. ]
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TABLE Ii. COMPARISON OF SOLID-SMOOTH, NON-GROOVED ABRADABLE, AND GROOVED ABRADABLE
LAND PERFORMANCE AT .051 CM (.020 IN.) CLEARANCE IN THE 2D TEST RIG
KNIFE-TO- FROM A
GROOVE _, SOLID-
LAND AXIAL PP_SSURE FLOW SMOOTH
TYPE POSITION* RATIO PARAMETER LAND
N.S tlbf secl
Solid-Smooth 2.0 .0277 (.365)
3.0 .0285 (.375)
Non-Grooved 2.0 .0305 (.401_ + 9.9
*'Abradable A" 3.0 .0323 (.425) +13.3
Groeved -.025 (-.010) 2.0 .0259 (.]41) - 6.6
"Abradable A" -.013 (-.005) ! .0264 (.347) - 4.9
0.0 I .0264 (.348) - 4.7
+.013 (+.005) ' .0261 (.344) - 5.8
+.025 (+.010) ' .0259 (.341) - 6.6
-.025 (-.010) 3.0 .0281 (.37_) - ].3
-.013 (-.005) .0286 (.376) + 0.3
0.0 .0285 (.375) 0.0
+.013 (+.005) .0280 (.369) - 1.6
+.025 (+.010) _ .0281 (.370) - 1 3
* The zero reference for knife-to-groove axial position is taken where the knife
tip is over the rub groove. Positive (+) axial position denotes the knife tip
upstream from the land rub groove, and the negative (-) axial Position denotes
the knife tip downstream from the land rub groove.
TABLE 12. EFFECT OF RU_ GROOVING OH LEAXAGE USING A PO_R KNIFE 6T_IGBT SEAL WITll*AbRADAISLL ^" ta_N'_
L_.la_'lnce _ .025 _r [.0J.0 _n.) I'ccllure Ratzo - 2.0
Knl.fi_o _
I_ib Groovn Groovn _£al V_ KnifI Tip Spnedw _/I _ft,din_.)
o- °.o T ,o , r ! .....- , - r261 159 5 _'J (/_)
k +_i/1 /ibm *Rill }
o.o (_on_roo.mct) .olTs (.3_21., .02.7..1 ,1+356} .o26a ,J42| .o24g _.3a6_
+.025 (+.010) ,0275 (. 362) ,0_71 (. 3St) .0_SI (.340) .0;145 (.J23)
102 0.0 .0277 (, 364) .0271 |.357) .OaSI (. J40) ,024S (.3a3)
-.02S (-. 0!_0) ,_10 _,,.31__ .0_75 1.31_) ,0_t4. (. _7) .02S3 (,]]3)
+,0;5 (*.010) .02S$ (. 340) .025_ (.3_3) ,0244 [._+1) .O+]i t,310)
_lO o,o .0_56 (.)37) .0250 (.32_) .0242 (.]18) .Od,lO (._o_)
-.o_5 _-.o10_ :0271 , _.]S?) .o2t? (+IS1) ,0_$9 _,___) I .o_4_ {.J2i) ;_4_
(IGrOOVlKI o iSOII_[OOV_NOI 1 _OOVld_ Nelltiv e FI_ C'hln@e_ ill
*,025 (+.010) 0.0 0.0 *0 .ll -0 .I
iO_ 0.0 &Ð L +'0.3-0.4i -0 ,t)
-,O_S (-.0_0{ +_! *1"7 *)-.S *a.}
-i*.02S 1+.0101 -i.l -$,$ -6.1 -4,13t0 b.o -1.9 -7.E -7.0 -74-.0;15 _-.010) -1.4 -L4 -O.] ,_.k
1_ lero rlterencl for knifl-_.gr_ve Ilnill _oeitJon _l tll_.en _hlzll the knife t._ 11 oriel *hi i{_). _l[++vv.
POll*ire (*) IXLI1 pOlL*ton denotel the knife tJ.F ul_trten from the ,Lind s"_ groove, lind the ni_lt_v+, (-,





HoneycombLands Evaluation.Three honeycomblandswith cell sizes of .07g
cm (.031in.), .159cm (.062in.),and .318cm (.125in.)were evaluated
for leakagein the 2D seal testrig. The celldepth and wall thickness
were .381cm (.150in.) and .0076cm (.003 in.),respectively. Each
honeycomblandwas testedwith the baselinefour knife straight-through
seal at three clearancevalues: .013cm (.005 in.), .025cm (.010 in.),
and .051cm (.020 in.). A photographshowingthe 2D honeycomblands is
presentedin Figure17.
The honeycomblandflowparameters,presentedin Figures43, 44, and 45
for the three clearancestested,were obtainedup to the maximumfacility
supplypressure. The purposeof testingto high sealpressureratioswas
to verifythe unusualtrendof the flow parameternear t_,e:hokingpoint.
Figure43, which illustratesthe .013cm (.005 in.)clearancetests,shows
the flowparameterdecreasingfrom itsmaximumas pressureratio is in-
creasedbeyondthe criticalvalue. The .025cm (.010in.)clearance
tests,shown in Figure44, indicatea similareffectat the largestcell
size, however,the flowparameterdecreaseis much less thanfor the lower
clearance. This phenomenonwas not evidentat the highestclearance
tested,.051cm (.020in.).
A possibleexplanationfor the flow parametercharacteristicof the
honeycomblandas pressureratio is increasedat the .013cm (.005 in.)
and .025cm (.010 in.)clearancestestedcouldbe predicatedon an
increasedlevelof turbulencewithinthe knife seal cavityresultingfrom
the flow disturbancegeneratedby the honeycombcells. This flow field
variationcould causethe flow parameterto pass througha maxima.
The aerodynamicflow area betweenthe knife edge and honeycombcell could
undergochangeswith localpressureand Mach number,also. As the seal
pressureratio increases,the flowmay have lesstendencyto expand into
the honeycombcell, particularlyfor the smallercell sizes. This action
would have the effectof reducingthe aerodynamicclearance. Figures43,
44, and 45 show thatthe flowparameterfallsoff lessin absolutemagni-
tude as the honeycomb!andcell size is reduced.
A comparisonof the smoothand honeycomblandsis presentedin Table 13.
A honeycomblandcan reduceleakageup to 20% at .051cm (.020 in.)clear-
ance. However,at .013cm (.005 in.)clearancethe two largercell size
honeycomblands leakedalmosttwice as much as a smoothland.Therefore, ,,.
: it can be concludedthat a honeycomblandmay be employedto reduceseal
leakagebut with considerationgiven to the operatingclearanceand the
honeycombcell sizeselection.
Cell Depth Effecton the HoneycombLands. The honeycomblandcell
" depth effecton seal leakagewas also investigatedon the 2D air seal test
rig. Two depths,.254cm (.100 in.) and .127cm (.050 in.)were evaluated
in additionto the cell depthof .381 (.150 in.). The honeycombcell




the honeycombland,forcingit down intothe landcells,and then apply-
ing heat to melt the wax. The liquidwax wicked intothe cornersof ti_:
cells and solidifiedat the predeterminedepth. Testingwas conducteo
using the baselinefour knife straight-throughseal. The resultsare
summarizedin Figures46, 47, and 48 for the .013cm (.005 in.), .025cm
(.010 in.),and .051cm (.020 in.) radialclearances,respectively.
Figure46 showsthat a cell depth of .254cm (.100in.) is optimumfor
the .079cm (.031in.)cell honeycombat .013cm (.005 in.)clearance.
The two largercellhoneycomblands indicatedhigherflow than a smooth
land,thus they would not be used at .013cm (.005in.) clearanceto
reduce leakage.
Figure47 shows an optimumcell depth of .254cm (.100 in.)for the .079
cm (.031 in.)and the .159cm (.062 in.)honeycombcell sizes at .025cm
(.010in.)clearance. The largecell honeycombagain indicatedhigher
flow than a smoothland. The .079cm (.031 in.)cell size honeycomb
producesthe minimumleakageof those testedat .025cm (.010in.)
clearance.
Figure48 shows thatthe optimumhoneycombland cell depth at .051cm
(.020in.)clearanceis .254 cm (.100in.)for the three honeycombland
cell sizes tested. However,the minimumleakagehoneycombis the .318cm
(.125in.) cell size at .051 cm (.020in.) clearance.
The effectivenessof honeycombmaterialin reducingstraight-throughseal
leakageappearsto be a functionof the cell depth and the ratio of cell
slze to clearance. The data obtainedfrom thesetests indicatethat the
optimumcell depth is .254cm (.100 in.)when the cell size to clearance
ratio is lessthan about6.2.
Seal RotationEffecton the Honezcomb Land. A honeycomblanddesign
was alsoevaluatedon the 3D air seal testrig. A cell size of .159cm
(.062 in.)and & cell depth of .254cm (.100 in.)were selectedfor test-
ing at radialclearancesof .025 cm (.010in.) and .051cm (.020 in.).
The honeycombceil size and depth selectionswere based on the 2D rig
test resultsand the range of clearancesto be evaluatedin the 3D rig
tests.
The staticand dynamictest resultswith the baselinefour knife straight-
throughseal are presentedin FiguresB-15 and B-16,AppendixB. These data ,..
at a seal pressureratio of 2.0 are summarizedin Table 14. The smoothland
test data are also includedfor comparisonpurposes. At .025cm (.010 in.)
clearance,the initialeffectof rotationon the honeycombland is to reduce
leakagerelativeto the staticlevel. As rotationalspeed increases,the
leakageincreasesslightlyabove the staticlevel. The ,051cm (.020 in.)




The 3D rig statictest resultsfor the honeycomblands at a 2.0 pressure
ratioshow 5% less leakagethan the smoothlandat .025cm (.010 in.)
clearance. However,sealknife rotationaleffectscause the honeycomb
landleakageto increasewith knifetip speeduntil a leakage7% higher
than the smoothlandoccursat 239 m/s (785ft/sec). The honeycombland
at .051cm (.020in.)clearanceshows about25% less leakagethan the
solid-smoothland,both staticallyand dynamically.These resultsare
summarizedin Table 15, which also includesa comparisonof the 3D rig
abradablelandperformance.
A comparisonof the 2D rig and 3D rig honeycombland testresultsshows
excellentagreementat .051cm (020 in.)clearance. At .025cm (.010
in.)clearance,the honeycombland showsa variationin performancelevel
betweenthe 2D and 3D rigs. This variationmight mean that the location
of the seal knifeedge relativeto the honeycombcell sidewallis an in-
fluentialparameterat small clearances. Additionaltestingmay be war-
rantedwith the .025cm (.010in.)radialclearancehoneycombland to
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FIGURE 46. EFFECT OF HONEYCOMB CELL DEPTH ON FOUR KNIFE STRAIGHT SEAL LEAKAGE
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FIGURE48. EFFECTO- HONEYCOMB CELLDEPTHON F-_UR KNIFE STRAIGHT3EALLEAKAGE
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TABLE 13. COMPARISON OF SMOOTH AND HONEYCOMB LAND PERFORMANCE AT PRESSURE KATIO5 OF 2.C AND 3.0
2-D Rig, _1 _nflguratio_:
Four _rclcal Kni'_a
Pitch - .179 cm (.110 zn.)
Knife Heiqht - .279 cm (.110 in.)
Kntf_ _ Tctlckneli = .025 _.038 am (.010 _ ,012 tn.)
Land Cell Depth _ .3Bl cm (.150 in.)
NOTE: + Inchcar_i leakaq_ gxmater than m_oth land at cx_b_e clearance
- Ind_ca._s leakage leu than _ land at cutup,table clearance.
I _-,il' 1- Prem_ure _, t'r_ Pram_ure
! I ---4
.o_i.oo_ _.o .o_ .,,2 o.o ,.: ,.o_,, _' I I:!o .o:_, .,_,
.051 I .020 2.0 .0277 .365 0.0 3.0 .0285 . t75 ' 0.0
Hureyom_ .013 i .005 2.0 .0264 .347 -4.9 3.0 ; .0271 .356 -3.1
.079 c:m¢.031 ltD .02_ I .010 2.0 .0240 .316 -11.7 3.0 I .0249 .32R -10.7 '
Cell .021 _ .020 2.0 .0242 .319 -12.6 3.0 I .0244 .321 -14.4 '
.013 i .005 I 2.0 .0345 .424 +24.4 3.0 l .035g .472 +28.4 i
bl .022 .010 I 7.5 3.0 .346 - 5.9.159 cm(.062 ln_ I 2.0 .0252 .331 - I .0263 :
Ceil 1.o__5!1.o2o 2.0 .o219 .288 -21.1 _,o I .o:':'7 .:'99 -lo._ II 1 ............ +............. 1/.01_- .o05- 2.0 44 I .716 +96.2 3,0 .OS4a ._21 +96.2
.31B c_I.125 ll_.l 2.0 .398 +11.2 3.0 .417 +13 5'/.o2_' I .o.i.o / I '0302 i / '°u'71'°51 i t "°n6.. ,o, -rT.,Ceil 020 0 2 i -18.4 J .0234
TABLE 14. _FFECT OF ROTATION ON _HE PERFORMANCE OF A FOUR KNIFE STRAIGHT SEAL
_T A PRESSURE RATIO OF 2.0 WITH A SMOOTH LAND AND HONEYCOMB LAND
, CL, i,
,. Knife Pitch C'.earance Flow Parameter h_/@ _, %
Static V-80 nv's ' V-159 m/s V=239 m/li
.......... I v-o.o (261 ftI_i{523 ft/m_:)[)85 ft/_ec)
' _ _l_oDth .,79 .''0 ,02' 1.010 I .O'_ I .''O -',, -6.0 -8.9 ""i
t .051 I.OiC ] .0283 .372 ')'1.3 -1.9 -6,7
I
....... : i
.!._9 am t.062 m.) | .279 .rio .025 I.ozol.o_'s3 .;l-_:l -i.2 -z.2 +:,.: .
CeF a_neyoa_ _ ,0St 1.020i.0205 .,70 -0.7 -2.2 -2._
i




OptimumPitch Studies. An experimentalstudy was made to determineif
rotationof the seal knife affectsthe optimumpitchdimensionfor a con-
ventionalstraight-throughlabyrinthseal. The optimumknife pitch value
has historicallybeen establishedfrom staticrig tests. The optimum
designpitch is definedin this contextas the combinationof knife pitch
and numberof seal knivesthat providesthe lowestleakageat a specified
clearanceand fits witi0ina specificaxialenvelope. Using a four knife
straight-throughseal configurationwith a .025 cm (.010 in.)radial
clearance,t',eoptimumpitchwas calculatedto be .279cm (.110 in.)from
the staticdesignparameter,pitch/clearance= 11. Four knife straight-
throughseal rotorswith pitch valuesof .203cm (.030in.) and .356cm
(.140in.)were also selectedfor dynamictestingto provideperformance
informatio,_ each sideof the optimumpitch seal. The landsevaluated
includedthe smooth,abradable,and honeycombconfigurationsat .025cm
(.010in.) and .051cm (.020 in.)radialclearanceswhich were testedin
the 2D rig segmentof Task I. All tests in this 3D rig segme,tof Task I
were conductedstaticallyBnd rotationallyat 80 m/s (261ft/sec),15g
m/s (523ft/sec),and 239 m/s (785ft/sec)knife tip velocities.
The solid-smooth,the "AbradableA", and the horeycomblandtest results
for the three knife pitch valuesare plotted4n Figures4g, 50, and 51,
respectively,to show the similarperformancecharacteristicsat static
and dynamicconditions. Differencesin seal leakagedo resultfrom rota-
tionaleffects,but the similarityin flow parameterchangewith knife
pitchfrom staticand dynamictests indicatesthat rotationdoes not
significantlyaffectknife optimumpitchfor any of the seal lands
tested. The solid-smoothand abradablelandsgenerallyshow a continuous
decreasein the leakagecharacteristicas pitch increases. The honeycomb
landdisplaysa distinctminima in flowparameterat the .279cm (.110
in.)knifepitch.
These resultsare cross-plottedin Figures52 and 53 to show the simi-
larityin the effectof knife pitchon the performanceof sea_s with
solid-smooth,abradable,or honeycomblands. Figures54, 55, and 56 show
the influenceof rotationon the seal performancewith solid-smooth,
abradable,and honeycomblands,respectively.The second-ordereffectof
rotationon knife pitch is reconfirmed,al_o. The individualflow param-
eter curvesare includedin AppendixB.
Review. The complexnatureof labyrinthseal performanceand the asso-
_difficulty of predictingperformancewithoutadequateknowledge
based on test datahave been verifiedby the experimental[rogram. The
u_e of abradableand hone_:ombseal lands is a relativelyrecentdevelop-
ment. The predictionof leakageperformancefor these newer _aal mater-
ials is basedon a limitedamountof test data and the assumptionof
characteristicsdevelopedfo_ solid-smoothlands. A sum .:y of the static
performanceand rotationaleffectson the seal leakagecharacteristicsfor





with the solid-smoothlandperformancein Table 16. A comparisonof the
abradableand honeycomblandsrelativeto a solid-smoothland is presented
in Table 17 for staticand dynamicconditions. The comparable2D rig test
resultsare also includedin this table. Figures57 and 58 are plots of
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£A_LL 16. EFFECT OF ROTATION ON q1{E P[LRFO_qANCEOF A _IX_ _NIFE STRAIGHT SEAL AT A PIG_SSUI_ RATIO = 2.0
_, CL, _,
LAND Knlfe Pltch Clearance Flow Paramster &$ /_ ,4 %
i At Knife Tip Speed, V
N.s ibfsec
Static V=80 m/s V-159 m/s V=239 m/6
SOLID-SMOOTH .203 .080 .025 .010 .0300 .395 -1.0 -4.6 -8.6
.051 .020 .0303 .399 +1.3 -2.5 -4.8
.279 .110 .025 .010 .0266 .350 -2.6 -6.0 -8.9
.051 .020 .0283 .372 +1.3 -1.9 -6.7
.356 .140 .U25 .010 .0250 .329 -3.0 -5.5 -8.2
.051 .020 .0273 .359 +5.6 -2.8 -8.1
"ABRA_ A_ .203 .080 .025 .010 .0_.50 .460 -0.7 -5.4 -12.0
.051 .020 .0312 .411 +0,7 -2.2 -6.3
.279 .II0 ,025 .010 .0275 .362 -1.6 -5.5 -9.9
.051 .020 .0280 .368 -0.8 -4.6 -10.3
• 356 .140 .025 .010 .0269 .354 "0.9 -4.0 -7.9
.051 .020 .0271 .3_7 -0.8 -5.0 -9.8
•159 cm(.062 in .203 .080 .025 .010 .0290 .3d2 -1.3 -2.1 -2.1
.051 .020 .0241 .317 -0.3 -1.9 -4.7
Cell
.279 .II0 .025 .010 .0253 .333 -1.2 -1.2 +2.4
.051 .020 .0205 .270 -0.7 -2.2 -2.6
.356 ".140 .025 .010 .0271 "-357 -0.8 0.0 +--_
.051 .020 .0213 .280 -1.4 -2.5 -3.9
TABLE 17. COMPARISON AT A PRESSURE RATIO _ 2.0 OF A HONEYCOMB AND AN ABRADABLE
LAND WITH SOLID LAND SEAL PERFORMANCE STATICALLY AND DYNAMICALLY
......... t
A%I# _ t _ SOLID-SM00_ LAND
KP, CL,
[AND Knife Pitc_ Clearance 2D RIG _IFE TIP SP_2_ - 3D RIG
cm in. cm in.
Static Static V-80 m/s V-159 m/s v-239 .%/s
V,,O.O (261 ft/lec] [523 ft/_c) (785 ft/_c)
Sohd-Smouth .233 .080 .025 .010I
"Abradable A" ! +lb.5 +16.9 +15.4 +12.2
Buneycru_ - 3.3 - 3.6 - 0.8 - 3.6
I Solid-Smooth .051 .020
"Abradable A" + L0 + 2.5 + 3.3 + 1.3
HoneTcumb _ 4_ -20.6 -21.8 -20.1 -20.5
Solid-Smooth .279 .II0 .025 .010 .... _;
"Abradable A" + 9.8 + 3.4 + 4.4 + 4.0 4-2,2
Honeycu_ -16.8 - 4.9 - 3.5 0.0 + 6.9
Solld-Smuoth .051 .020 •
+ 9.9 - 1.1 - 3.2 - 3.8 - 4.9"N=cadable A" 1
Honeycu_ -24.7 -27.4 -28.9 -27.7 -24.2
_olid-Smooth .356 .140 .025 .010
;
"Abradable A" + 7.6 +10.0 + 9.3 + 7.9
Hor_ + 8.5 +ll.0 +14.8 +20.2
Soli_Smoth .051 .020
"Abradable A" - 0.6 - 1.9 - 2.9 - 2.4
[ _ I_ _ -22.0 -23.5 -21.8 -18.5
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AerodynamicTest Resultsfor an AdvancedLabyrinthSeal
An advancedlabyrinthsealdesign,initiallytestedundercontractsto
the Navy (N00140-73-C-0005and NOO140-74-C-O75g),was selectedas the
basisfor the geometryoptimizationsz_Idyof Task II (seeFigure4). An
. experimentalprogramwas conductedto determinethe influenceof
individualseal designparameters. The matrixof these test resultswas
analyzedto derivean optimumsealgeometrywith performancesuperiorto
the originaldesign. The performanceof the optimumadvancedsealwas
mapped and then evaluatedagainsta conventionalsteppedseal,which is
typicalof many contemporarydesigns.
The conventionalsteppedsealwhich was used as a performancebaseline
for the previousNavyprogram(Reference1) and for this NASA studyhas
the followingconfiguration:
KNI/ES: Vertical
KN, numberof knives 4
KP, pitch .6ggcm (.275in.)
KH, height .386cm (.152in.)
Flow direction LTSDor STLD
LAND: Solid-Smooth
SH, stepheight .318cm (.125in.)
Step face smooth(no notch)
A sketchillustratingthe generalconfigurationof the advanced
labyrinthseal designselectedis shown in Figure59. The design
philosophyused to developthe advancedsealconfigurationwas to
improvethe sealingefficiencyby increasingthe turbulencewithinthe
knifecavity. An extensionof the high turbulenceconceptto seal
designswhich optimizethe knife-to-knifeperformancewas investigated
by employinga mixtureof seal geometry(nonconstantdesignparameters)
withinan individualfour knife advancedseal.
OptimizationOf an AdvancedLabyrinthSealDesign. The influencesof
the geometricvariableswere sortedexpeditiouslyand economicallywith
the DDA two-dimensional(2D) air seal testrig. The 2D rig test
programwas structuredin a flexiblemannerto provideonlythe
• necessaryinformationto optimizethe performanceof the advanced
seal. When a geometricparameterunderevaluatlonindicatedmarginal
performanceimprovement,the investigationwas discontinuedand
redirected. Therefore,the performancecurvesfor severalof the
• geometricparameterspresentedin this reporthave a 11mltedrange of
data relativeto other parametersinvestigated.In other cases,
87
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sufficientmatrix informationwas obtainedto defineperformancetrends
over a wide rangeof datafor severalparameters. The effectof a
geometricparameterwas ewlu_ted empiricallyfrom itsmeasuredflow
parametercharacteristicurve (w_Iu/PuAversusPu/PD). The
valuefor the flow parameters,wJTu/PuA,at an arbitrary2.0
pressureratio,when cross-plottedagainstthe subjectgeometric ,i
parameter,providedthe influenceinformationrequiredfor design i
selection. I_
The specificvaluesof the geometricparametersinvestigatedin the 2D i
rig to optimizethe performanceof the advancedseal are presentedin !I
Table 18.* Each geometricparameterwas evaluatedat seal clearances
of .025cm (.010 in.) and .051cm (.020in.) sincethe performanceof
the advancedseal designwas known to be dependenton the seal
clearance(Reference1). Throughoutthe geometricparameter
investigations,a four knife sealconfigurationwas used.
Step HeightEffecton AdvancedSeal Performance.A summaryof the
test resultsfor the influenceof landstep height _s presentedin
Figure60. The investigationof this parameterover a pitch range of
.408cm (.200 in.) to 1.016cm (.400in.),concentratedon the 700
knife anglewith selectedtests at a goo knife angle. All testsof I
stepheighteffectswere conductedwith the land notchedas shown in I
Figure59. As step heightwas varied,the heightof the notch varied,
and the notch lip thicknesswas held constantat .064cm (.025 in.).
Datawere not obtainedfor the effectof land stepheightwithoutthe iInotch in the land.
l
Both th_ 70° and 900 knife angleconfigurationsindicatedonly )
slightvariationsin leakagerate at the two clearancesinvestigated.
Over the stepheightrangeevaluated,the smallerstep heightgave the i
lowestleakage. This resulthad not been anticipatedsince a I
conventionalsteppedseal deriveslowerleakagefrom the spoiling _
effectof the stepon the flow streamlines.Althoughthe effecton i
leakageis small,the performancetrendfor stepheight is oppositeto )
thatexpected. The leakageperformancetrendwith step heightis i
probablydue to the complexinteractionof the flow fieldwith the step I
heightand landnotchconfiguration. }
(Basedon these 90o and 700 knife angleperformancetrends,a .305
cm {.120 in.)step heightwas selectedfor investigationat the 50o
knife angle. The performanceof the .305cm (.120 in.)stepwith the I
500 knife angle,also shownon Figure60, was almostidenticalto
that for the 700 knife angle. Since the influenceof stepheighton I
the performanceof sealswith 900 and 70o knife angleswas similar, r
additionaltestingof the stepheightparameterwas considered
unnecessary.






The optimum step height for the advanced seal land was identified as i
.305 cm (.120 in.).
Knife Height Effect on Advanced Seal Performance. The seal knife
height was varied by insertingwax strips to reduce the knife height
. dimension. Figure 61 shows an example of this technique. The seal
knife height test results are presented in Figure 62 for the 90o
knife angle seal and Figure 63 for the 700 and 500 knife angles.
The optimum knife height is near .508 cm (.200 in.) for the 90o knife
angle seal and is independentof clearance in the range evaluated, as
indicated in Figure 62. Knife pitch has a minor effect on the
selection of the optimum performance knife height. The 700 and 50o
knife angle performance shown in Figure 63 generally indicatesthat a
large knife height, .7!I cm (.280 in.), is beneficial. However, a
shallow knife height is desirablefrom manufacturing and operating
durability aspects.
Since the advanced seal performance is not highly sensitive to the
height parameter, a knife height of .381 cm (.150 in.) was selected to
compromise the mechanical and fabrication requirementswith the
performance of the optimized advanced seal design.
Knife Pitch Effect on Advanced Seal Performance. The test results
for seal knife pitch are shown i_ Figures 64 through 66. The goo and
700 knife angle data of Figure 64 indicate that a small pitch Is
desirable for minimum leakage. However, the 500 knife angle data
show a different trend. A pitch of .762 cm (.300 in.) is the value for
" minimum leakage with a knife angle of 500. Reducing the pitch below
.762 cm (.300 in.) significantly increases the leakage for a 500
knife angle seal, whereas the 90o and 700 knife angle seals
generally show little change. The maximum leakage variation for the
advanced seal through the range of knife pitch tested was approximately
12% for the goo, 700, and 50° knife angles. The advanced seal
configurationsexhibited similar leakage sensitivityover the clearance
range evaluated.
Additional test results for the influence of seal knife pitch are
presented in Figures 65 and 66 for the 700 and 90o knife angle
configurations,respectively,where a range of seal step height data
were avallable. These results show that a change in the step height,
in general, does not change the optimum pitch value.
The selection of knife pitch must also receive careful consideration
from a mechanical design standpoint since it is the major geometric
dimension which affects the total allowable axial seal movement in a
• stepped seal. For a typical stepped seal design, an axial travel
distance of +.254 cm (+.100 in.) is required to prevent the seal knives
from (I) disengagingf_om the lands or (2) rubbing the stationary land, !
both of which will result in excessive leakage. Any physical contact
" between the knives and the vertical faces of th_ land steps will cause |
hardware damage and a possible catastrophic fallu_e. L89
z
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Based on the test results and mechanical design considerations, a pitch
of .762 cm (.300 in.) was selected for the optimized seal design. This
oitch yields the minimumleakage for 50o and goo knife angle seal
configurations and is near the optimum for a 700 knife angle. The
.762 cm (.300 in.) pitch value also provides sufficient axial knife
movementfor satisfactoryoperationin advancedengineenvironments.
The effectof pitchon the performanceof the advancedseal designwas
greaterthan expectedsincemost designersdo not considerpitch to be
a performanceparameter. The scope of this programdid not includean
evaluationof the effectsof sealknife pitch on a conventionalstepped
labyrinthseal (withouta notchedland step). It is evidentfrom the
resultsof this programthat the designof conventionalsteppedseals
might be improvedif data for the effectsof knife pitch on performance
were obtained.
Knife Angle Effectson AdvancedSeal Performance.The test
resultsfor the effectof sealknife angle are summarizedin Figures
67, 68, and 69 in termsof percentleakagereductioncomparedto the
conventionalgoo knife angle as the base. Figure68 shows that, at
the optimumknife pitch,a 500 knife angle reducesleakage7% at .025
cm (.010 in.)clearanceand 12% at .051cm (.020 in.)clearance. The
700 knife angle reducesleakage5% and 9% for .025cm (.010 in.) and
.051cm (.020 in.)clearances,respectively.
Figures70 and 71 are cross-plotsof the data in Figures67, 68, and 69
as a functionof pitch for the 700 and 500 knife angles,
respectively.These resultsshow that pitch and knife angle interact
to exert a significantinfluenceon the seal performance.Generally,a
700 or 500 knife anglewas found to reduce leakage. Only one
exceptionat .025cm (.010 in.)clearancewas found in the range of
advancedseal parametersinvestigated.The 500 knife a,lgleat .508
cm (.200in.) pitch increasedleakage2%. However,these data indicate
that the 500 knife angle is best for a knife pitch of .762cm (.300
in.)or larger. Since a .762cm (.300in.) pitch was selectedfor the
optimizedadvancedseal design,the 500 knife anglewas the optim_,m
choice.
OptimumAdvancedSeal Performance.A sketchof the optimumadvanced
sepaldesignfor the LTSD flow-dlrectionthat was derivedfrom
evaluatingthe geometricparametersis presentedin Figure12. The ,_
optimizedparametersare:
Step Height: .305cm (.120 in.)
Kntfe Height: .381 cm (.150 in.)




The performanceof the optimumadvancedseal in the LTSD configuration
was mapped in the 2D testrig. The influenceof the axial clearance
and the numbero_ kniveswere determined. The performance
contributionsfrom the step notch was investigated,also.
Designparametersrelatedto some requirement_of the seal application
were studiedin the 3D test rig. The effectsof flow directionand
landmaterialson the performanceof the optir_umadvancedseal were
investigated.The interactionof rotationwi!h seal leakagewas
measuredat 80 m/s (261ft/sec),159 m/s (523ft/sec),and 239 m/s (785
ft/sec)knife tip speeds.
PerformanceMappin9 in the 2D Test Rig. The _erodynamictest results
from the 2D rig for the LTSD optimizedadvancedseal designare
presentedin Figures73 and 74 at .025cm (.310 in.) and .051cm (.020
in.) clearances,respectively. The performarceof a 2D conventional
steppedsealwith the same knife pitch,step height,DTC, and LTSD flow
directionhas been includedfor comparisonpt_rposes.The optimized
advancedseal achieveda significantreducti}nin seal leakage. At a
2.0 sealpressureratio, leakagereductions}f 11% at .025cm (.010
in.) clearanceand 21% at .051cm (.020 in.)clearancewere obtained
relativeto the 2D conventionalsteppedseal.
Land Notch Effecton OptimumAdvanced_eal Performance. An
evaluationof the seal 1and notchwas conduc.tedin the2_rig for the
optimizedadvancedseal design. The seal Imd notch was modifiedfrom
the optimumgeometry,Figure 75 (a),to a "half-notch"configuration,
shown in Figure75 (b),to representa typicalmachiningprocesswhich
wouldbe employedfor economicalmanufacturing.The optimizedseal was
also evaluatedwith a conventionalor "no-n)tch"land,shown in Figure
75 (c). The aerodynamictest resultsfor tle "full-notch",
"half-notch",and "no-notch"lands in the o3_imizcdseal are presented
in Figures76 and 77. At a 2.0 pressureratio,the performancewith
the full-notchshowedleakagereduced7% relativeto the no-notch
land. Similarly,the half-notchreducedleakageabout 3%. Based on
these resultc,which are summarizedin Table lg, the full-notchland
was determinedto be an importantdesignfeatureof the advancedseal
configuration.
- Numberof KnivesEffecton.OptimumAdvancedSealPerformance. The _.
optimizedadvancedseal was also evaluatedinthe 2D rig for three and
two seal knivesto complementthe four knife information.The flow
parametercharacteristicsfor the four,thr_e, and two knife optimized
advancedseals at .025cm (.010 in.) and .031cm (.020 in.)clearances
are presented in Figures 78 and 79, respectively. These results show
that the overall discharge coefficient for the optimum advancedseal
design is lower at the .051 cm (.020 in.) clearance than at the .025 cm
(.010 in.) clearance. Table 20 summarizes the overal; discharge
coefficients at a 2.0 seal pressure ratio for the four, three, and two





clearanceare about20% greaterthan they are at .051cm (.020in.)
clearance.
Q
Axial ClearanceEffecton OptimumAdvancedSeal Performance.The
sensitivityof the optimizedadvancedseal designrelativeto the axial
positionof the seal knife on the landwas also determinedin the 2D
rig. The distance-to-contact(DTC) is definedas the minimumaxial
distanceof any part of the sealrotcr (knife)from contactwith any
part of the land.
The nominalDTC for the optimizedadvancedsealwas set at .254cm
(.100 in.)to accommodatea typicaldesignrequirementon axial rotor
travel. The DTC resultsfor the four, three,and two knife
configurationsat .051cm (.020 in.) clearanceare summarizedin Figure
80. The DTC has a nominalinfluenceon the performanceof the optimum
advancedseal.
The scopeof thisprogramdid not includeoLtainingsimilarDTC data
for a conventionalsteppedseal. Sincethe DTC Is probablyan
importantconsiderationin the designand performanceof a conventional
steppedseal,this informationshouldbe generatedin the near future
to aid the designerand the performanceanalyst.
PerformanceMappingin the 30 TestRi9. The optimizedadvancedseal
designwas fabricatedin the LTSD configuration,shown in Figure72,
and in the STLDconfiguration,shown in Figure81, for testingin the
30 air sealtest rig. An "AbradableA" land,a honeycomblandof .159
cm (.062 in.)cell size, and a solid-smoothlandwere testedin
combinationwith the STLDrotor. The LTSD rotor was testedwith the
solid-smoothland. The abradableand honeycombmaterlalswere
installedIn each land as .254cm (.100in.)thick inserts. The "
optimumadvancedseal hardwaretestedin the 30 rig is shown in Figures
82 through86.
The flow parametersmeasuredin the 30 rig at staticand dynamictest
conditions for the advancedseal with a solid-smooth land are presented
in Figures 87 and 88 for the LTSOand STLDflow directions,
respectively. The flow parameters for the abradable and honeycomb
advancedseals in the STLDflow direction are presented in Figures 89
and 90, respectively. All testing of the advanced seals tn the 30 rtg W
was accomplished at .051 cm (.320 tn.) radtal clearance. These results
are summarizedin Table 21.
w
The 30 rtg test results show that the leakage through the LTSDadvanced
seal wtth a solid-smooth land was very simtlar to, but sltghtly higher
than, that tn the 2D rig. The 2D rtg test results demonstrated a 21_
reduction tn leakage with the optimized advancedseal Jestgn compared
with the 20 conventional stepped seal at 2.0 pressure ratio. The 30
' rig tests showa 17_ reduction tn static leakage relattve to the same
2D baseltne seal. "
92 ,,
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_RotationalEffecton OptimumAdvancedSe_l Performance. The
rotationaleffectof the sealknife on leakagein the LTSD flow
directionis small,as shown in Figure87. The optimizedadvancedseal
experiencedonly a 2% leakagereductionfrom staticperformanceat a
2.0 pressureratio for the maximumknifetip speedof 239 m/s (785
ft/sec). Negligiblechangefrom staticperformancewas measuredat 80
m/s (261ft/sec)and 159 m/s (523ft/sec)knife tip speeds. The effect
of rotationon the optimizedadvancedseal is similarto the effectof
rotationon a conventionalLTSD steppedseal (Reference1).
The rotationaleffecton the STLU advancedseal leakages greaterthan
thaton the LTSD design,as shown in Figure88. The maximumrotational 2
speedtestedreducesthe advancedseal leakage6% comparedto 3% for a
conventionalSTLD steppedseal (ReferenceI). The advancedseal
leakageflow in the STLD directionshowsa reduction,comparedto a
conventionalsteppedseal at a 2.0 pressureratio,of 24% statically
and 27% at 239 m/s (785 ft/sec)knife tip speed.
The STLDconfigurationof the advancedsealdesignhas 9% less leakage
staticallyand 13% less leakagedynamicallythan the LTSD
configuration.A comparison,at a 2.0 pressureratio,of the advanced _
sealperformancefor leakagein the LTSD and STLD flow directionsis
presentedin Figure91 for the 3D rig staticand dynamictest
conditions.
The sealrotationaleffectsfor the porousmaterialabradableland and
honeycombland are includedin Table21. Thesedata show that rotation
reducesleakage7% for the abradableland at 239 m/s (785 ft/sec). :
However,the honeycomblandexperienceda 6% leakageincreaseat the
sameconditions. An increasein honeycombland leakageflow with seal
rotationwas alsofound for a straight-throughseal. Figure92 is a
plot summarizingthe effectsof rotationon the optimizedadvancedseal
using a LTSD selid-smoothlandand on the advancedseal using a STLD _
solid-smoothland, an abradableland, and a honeycombland.
The performancefor the abradableland and the honeycombland is
conN_aredto a solid-smoothland in Table22 for the STLD configuration
of the advancedseal at a 2.0 pressureratio. A plot of these results
in Figure93 shows the performancepenaltyto be about15% for the
abradableland and above 50% for the honeycombland. The abradable
landperformanceis insensitiveto seal rotation,but the honeycomb
landperformancedeteriorateswith increasingrotor speed. The leakage
increasewith the "AbradableA" materiallandwas expectedand falls ;'
withinthe range of the experimentalresultsdiscussedearllerfor !
porousabradablemateriallands. However,the largeincreasein
honeycombland leakage was unexpected. The tests conducted on tQ
conventional straight-through seals in the 20 and 3D seal rtgs showed ]






Conventional stepped sea] performance with honeycond)lands was not
obta|ned durtn_ the course of thts program nor was any performance
Information found tn the literature. The unusual response of the
advancedseal with a honeycombland wtl] requtre more experimental
evaluation to provide the necassary Information to explatn the leakage
performance characteristic. In addition, conventional stepped seal
performance wtth honeycomb]ands shou]d be generated to provide thp
engineer wtth sufficient knowledge to select the best ]abyrlnth seal
destgn for the dynamic environment.
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TABLE 18. SPECIFIC VALUES OF GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS INVESTIGATED IN
THE 2D SEAL RIG TO OPTIMIZE ADVANCED SEAL PERFORMANCE
Land Step Height : .305 cm (.120 in.)
•457 cm (.180 in.)
•610 cm (.240 in.)
Seal Knife Height: .203 cm (.080 in.)
• 381 cm (.150 in.)
.711 cm (.280 iu.)
Seal Knife Pitch: .503 cm (.200 in.)
• 762 cm (.300 in.)
1.016 cm (.400 In.)





TABLE 19. EFFECT OF LAND NOTCH ON ADVANCED SEAL
PERFORMANCE AT A PRESSURE RATIO OF 2.0
A_/@
_, From the Baseline
Land Configuration CL,cmClearanCeln. _Fl°w Paramete{ibmR½ No No_ch Imnd
N • s Ibf sec
Full-Notch .025 .010 .0160 .211 -7.58
Half-Notch .025 .010 .0165 .217 -2.84
No-Notch .025 .010 .0173 .22# Baseline
Full-Notch .051 .020 .0135 .177 -7.34
Half-Notch .051 .020 .0140 .184 -3.95
No-Notch .051 .020 .0144 .190 Baseline
TABLE 20. SUMMARY OF ADVANCED DESIGN LABYRINTH SEAL
DISCHARGE COEFFICIENTS AT A PRESSURE RATIO OF 2.0
KN, CL, Cd,
2D Rig No. of Clearance Discharge
Seal Confi_uratlon Knives cm (in.) Coefficient*
Standard Stepped Seal 4 .025 (.010) .442
Advanced Design 4 .025 (.010) .401
Advanced Design 3 .025 (.010) .498
Advanced Design 2 .025 (.010) .619
Standard Stepped Seal 4 .051 (.020) .417
Advanced Design 4 .051 (.020) .331
Advanced Design 3 .051 (.020) .414








TABLE 21. SUMMARY OF ROTATIONAL EFFECTS ON ADVANCED SEAL PERFORMANCE
Diltance O-Airflow Plrametlr i - is I
Contact (lbm l/tl
Flow 10. ,,/;---_. _/, 2_t_--_7i.....
Land Direction ¢m (in.) iD ilil 3D lt£q lil. ft/licJ | (523. It/tic) (785. ltliici
I
Smooth LTSD .259 .0134 .0140 0.0 1 0.0 -2,2(.102) (.176) (.Ill)
Smooth STLD .361 .0128 -3.0 -4.I -S.i
(.145) (.169)
Abradable STLD .386 .0149 -4,1 -4.6 -6.6
(.152) (.196)
Honeyc_ STLD .379 .0192 *3.2 +5.6 +6.4
(.149) (.252)
i s - Static Airf;ow Parameter,/__°" A
® Al_fl_ Pir_etar, -_,'_ u for slJict _dPU
Prollure Ratio - 2.0
Radii1 Clearance - .051 cm (.020 in.)
LTSD - Large-to.Small Diameter
STLD - small-to-Large Diueter
TABLE 22. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF ABRADABLE AND HONEYCOMB LAND_
WITH A SOLID-SMOOTH LAND FO, THE ADVANCED SEAL DESIGN
Diatin©i i - #
Contact
Lind Dlrlction .c_ (in.) I0.0 fiJlil) (2il. ft./lie) IS23. It Jilt) 1 _?15. ttl/llc }
S_oth STI_ .3it laliline lielltnt Bile ill Baiillnl
(.llSI
Abradebli STLD .301 +1t.0 *14.6 *15.4 +IS .1
(. 152)
Honayoomb STLD .379 * 49. l +GO. 5 +14.2 +i I. 2
(. 149)
h ...... :_I"
Ill - Solld-Smooth Land Airflow Plrmttr (w/TblPu A)
i - Airflow Pail, liter (w4_u/pu A) foi llil_tct l_lnd
Prilliri Ratio - 2.0
Radial Cliirincl • .0Sl II (.010 ln.)






As a furtherendeavorto reduceseal leakage,the effectof varying
selectedmajor geometricparametersfromknife-to-knifein a
non-constantfashionthroughthe LTSD advancedseal was experimentally
investigatedon the 2D rig. Previousanalyticalanalysisby DDA had
shownthat lowerknife dischargecoefficientsfor a seriesof
restrictionscouldbe effectedby controllingthe individualknife
pressureratioto influencethe levelof internalcavityturbulence.
The major geometricvariablescontrollingleakagewere determinedto be
knifepitch,step height,and knife angleat a designspecified
clearanceand DTC.
Two separatesteppedseal envelopelengthswere investigatedto
evaluatethe meritsof non-constantgeometryfor a four knife advanced
seal. Total sealenvelooelengthsevaluatedwere 3.05cm {1.20 in.),
based on an equivalentor averageindividualknife pitch of .762 cm
{.300 in.),and 4.06 cm (1.60 in.),based on an equivalentindividual
knife pitch of 1.016 cm {.400 in.). Figure94 shows a typicalexample
of non-constantpitch {increasingpitch dimensionsalong the seal
length)appliedto a four knife,700 angle,advancedseal. Table 23
summarizesthe configurationstestedand comparesthe performanceat a
pressureratio of 2.0 for each configurationto its constantgeometry
counterpartand to the optimizedadvancedseal. For particular
. non-constantgeometries,the constantgeometrycounterpartis the
optimizedadvancedseal. Also given are the respectivegeometric
dimensionsalong the seal flowpath,noted by number (#I,#2, etc.),the
Incatlonsof which are illustratedon Figure94.
In general,the non-constantgeometryconfigurationsdemonstrated
improvedperformanceat .025cm (.010In.) clearancewith a maximum
reductionin flow of 6% comparedto the optimizedadvancedseal.
However,at .051cm {.020 in.)clearance,a 2% to 14% increasein
leakagewas found.
The best non-constantgeometryutilizeda 50° knife anglewith the
knife pitch decreasingalongthe flo_ath at a rate for an equivalent
pitch = 1.016 cm {.40(3in.). This configurationindicatedan
reductionin leakageat a clearanceof .025cm (.010 in.)but had a 2%
increaseat .051cm (.020 in.)clearancemen comparedwith its
constantgeometrycounterpartat a pressureratio of 2.0. ,_
A non-constantconfigurationwlth increasingpitch and step heightwas
evaluatedwith the 50o angle knives. Thls configurationindicatedan
8% increasein leakageat a 2.0 seal pressureratiocomparedto its
constantgeometrycounterpartat .025cm (.010 in.)clearance.




The non-constantgeometryadvancedsealconfiguredwith 70o angle
knivesset at increasingpitchdemonstratedthe greatestimprovementIn
leakagecomp.redto its constantgeometrycounterpart,pitch = 1.016cm
(.400 in.). An 11% reductionin leakageat a clearanceof .025cm
(.010 in.)and a 6% reductionat .051cm (.020 in.)was evidentat a
2.0 pressureratio. Comparedto the optimizedadvancedseal, however,
it was marginallyhigher in leakageat .025cm (.010in.) clearanceand
5% higherat .051cm {.020 in.).
Two configurationswith verticalknives(Ke : 900) at non-constant
pitch showedleakagereductionsat bothclearancescomparedto their
constantgeometrycounterparts.The betterconfiguration,equivalent
pitch - 1.016 cm {.400in.), indicateda 7% reductionin leakage
comparedto the constantgeometryadvancedseal.
Knives of g0o, 700, and 500 angles were assembledwith a
non-constant pitch (knife spacing) for evaluation at an equivalent
pitch = 1.016 cm (.400 in.). At a seal pressure ratio = 2.0, thts
configuration indicated a 6% reduction in flow at .025 cm (.010 tn.)
clearance comparedto the base constant geometry configuration and 3%
reduction comparedto the optimized advancedseal. At .051 cm (.020
in.) clearance, however, tts leakage was 5%higher than the optimized
seal.
The non-constant pitch seals have less allowable axial seal travel than
their equivalent constant geometry configurations. Varying the stack
between the seal knives and adjacent steps within the sameseal length
limits the axtal travel to the minimumdistance-to-contact (DTC). The
axtal seal clearance (DTC) has been noted in Table 23 for both constant
and non-constant geometry configurations for this reason.
In summary, the mixed knife angle and/or the non-constant pitch seal
geometries tested indicated improved performance (lower leakage) at
.025 cm (.010 tn.) clearance comparedto their constant geometry
counterparts. However, combining increasing step height with
increasing pitch resulted in a performance loss. At .051 cm (.020 in.)
clearance, leakage decreased for the 70o and 900 knife angle
configurations, whtle leakage increased for the others. Also, none of
the non-constant geometry configurations showedimprovements at both








The relative seal rotational power requirements were measured for all
3D rig seal configurations as a principal part o_ the 3D dynamic rig
investigativeeffort. The objective of this eft_.-twas to determine if
the differences in the power requirements of various seal r)tors
interactingwith the land geometry (i.e., smooth, abradable, and
honeycomb) could, when applied to engine operating environments, yie'd
seal power requirement variations significant enough to incorporate in
engine cycle performance accountability. The experlmertal techr,lquP
utilized to determine the rotational rower of the 3D =.'_lconfiguration
is explained in detail in Test Rigs and Procedures._
The rotational power absorption data acquired f, a_ .est
configurations was initially evaluated graphical, in terms of actual
measured power versus seal pressure ratio with actual seal rotor speed
as a parameter. As an example, Figure 95 illustrates the actual seal
rotor power absorption for the four knife straigi_t-throughseal at .051
cm (.010 in.) clearance and .356 cm (.140 in.) knife pitch with smooth,
"Abradable A", and honeycomb lands. As noted, the actual power levels
are in the order of 3.7 kw (5.0 hp) at high seal pressure ratios and
rotational speeds. This power level consists of the total turbine-seal
rotor drive system losses (windage, friction, etc.). The differences
in actual power absorbed by each of the three land surfaces at a given
pressure ratio and speed does, however, represent the differences in
parasitic power absorption due to ti_eknife-land surface interactions
alone. A more useful representation of the power absorption data for
engine application purposes is illustrated on Figure E-5, Appendix E,
where corrected (or referred) power (P/6/B) is utilized to evaluate
the performance for the seal configuration. Thl_ provides a dircct
relation of seal power absorption to environmental conditions within
the engine (i.e., seal inlet temperature, inlet pressure, and pressure
ratio). A computation__ method is presented in Appendix E for applying
the rotational power absorption data to an engine environment for the
evaluation of seal designs. The corrected power absorption data for
the straight-through seals with smooth, abradable, and honeycomb lands
are plotted in Figures E-I through E-6. Corresponding data for the
advanced seal are presented in Figure E-7.
The vertical dotted lines on Figure 95 and Figures E-1 throu3h E-7 °'_
encompass Che seal pressure ratio renge in which the rotor bearing load
was maintained at a constant 670 N (150 Ibf). On either sla_ of this
range it was not possible to maintain _ constant bearing ,oad due to
the rig _hrust balance system oesign and the available llne pressure.
J






The rotational power absorption results for the four knife straight
seal configurations are summarized and compared in Table 24 for the
.203 cm (.080 in.), .279 cm (.110 in.), and .356 cm (.140 in.) pitch
seal rotors using the smooth, abradable, and honeycomb lands. The
rotational power absorption differences due to land material are small,
typically of the order 5% at .025 cm (.010 in.) radial clearance, 2.0
seal pressure ratio, and 239 m/s (785 ft/sec) knife tip speed.
Table 25 summarizes and compares the effect of pitch on the rotational
power absorption for each land configuration tested. This comparison
sh:ws that seal pitch has a small effect on rotational power
requirelnents.The total variation due to pitch was 8.5% for the .051
cm (.020 in.) clearance honeycomb lands, with the lowest pitch rotor
indicating the lowest power. The combined aerodynamic leakage and
power absorption test results for the four knife straight seal indicate
that leakage can be reduced with the honeycomb land, but the rotational
power absorption is slightly higher.
Table 26 has been provided to show the change in net system performance
in terms of specific fuel consumption (SFC). The use of a honeycomb
land instead of a smooth land with a conventional four knife
straight-throughseal at .025 cm (.OlO in.) and .051 cm (.020 in.)
, radial clearances would provide a net system performance improvement
which results in a lower SFC.
The rotational power absorption was also measured during the advanced
seal configuration tests in both the STLD and the LTSD flow directlons
at .051 cm (.020 in.) clearance. These results, illustrated in Figure
E-7, show that the rotational power absorption for the advanced seal is
generally the same in the STLD flow direction and in the LTSD flow
direction. Comparison of Figure E-7 with Figure E-5 indicates that the
advanced seals and the straight-through seals experience similar levels
of rotatio,lalpower absorption.
Table 27 summarizes the advanced seal rotational power absorption
differences for the smooth, Ebradable, and honeycomb lands. The
honeycomb land seal configuration indicated the highest power
' absorption of the land configurations tested (14% above tne smooth
land). This is believed to be partially due to the high leakage rates
evidenced for this configuration.
Throughout the range of seal design and environments tested, the
rotational power absorption maintained a consistent trend and level
with speed. From these results it may be concluded that the rotational




FIGURE 95. ACTUAL SEAL ROTOR POWER VERSUSSEAL INLET
PRESSUREFOR A FOUR KNIFE STRAIGHT SEAL
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TABLE 24. SUMMARY OF ROTATIONAL POWER ABSORPTION FOR SMOOTH,





CL, KP, V, Rotational From
Clear. Pitch Velocity Seal Power Smooth
Land cm cm m/S Pressure kw Land
Type (in.) (in.) (ft/seCl Ratio (hu) %
Smooth .025 .203 239 2. 1.150 Basal .ne
(.010) (.080) (785) (1.542)
"Abradable A" .025 1.139 0.92
(.010) (1.528)
Honeycomb .025 I. 195 +J. 89
(.010) (1.602)
I.............
Smooth .051 i. 233 Baaeline
(.020) (1.654)
"Abradable A" .051 1.212 -I .75
(.020) (1.625)
Honeycomb .051 i. 195 - 3.14
(.020) (1.602)
Smooth .025 .279 1.148 Bameline
(.010) (.Ii0) (1.540)
"Abradable A" .025 1.180 +2.79
(.010) (1.583)
Honeycomb .025 1.213 +5.65
(.010) (1.627)
Smooth .051 1. 212 Baseline
(.020) (i .625)
"Abradable A" .051 1.226 ,1.17
(,020) (1.644)
Honeycomb .051 1.255 +3.57
(.020) (1.683)
, S_coth .025 .356 1.184 Baleline
(.010) (.140) (1.588)
"Abradable A" .025 I. 207 +i. 69 &.
(.010) (1.618)
Honeycomb .025 i. 239 +4.60
(.010) (1.661)
Smooth .051 1.277 Be|eline
(.020) (1,712)
"Abradab le A" .051 1.265 -0.88
(.020) [ (1.697)





TABLE 25. COMPARISON OF ROTATIONAL POWER ABSORPTION AS A
FUNCTION OF CLEARANCE, PITCH, AND LAND SURFACE IN A




CL, KP, V, Rotational From
Clear. Pitch Velocity Seal Power Base] ins
Land cm cm m/s Pressure kw Pitch
Type (in.) (in..) (ft/se_} Ratio (hi_!.' %
Smooth .025 .203 239 2.0 1.150 +0.13
(.010) (.080) (785) (1.542)
.025 .279 1.148 Baseline
(.010) (.ll0) (1.540)
.025 .356 1.184 +3.12
(.010) (.140) (1.588)
Smooth .051 .203 1.233 +1.78
(.020) (.080) (1.654)
.051 .279 1.212 Baseline
(.020) (.110) (1.625)
.051 .356 1.277 +5.35
(.020) (.140) (1.712)
"Abradable A" .025 .203 1.139 -3.47
(.010) (.080) (1.528)
.025 .279 1.180 Baseline
(.010) (.ll0) (1.583)
.025 .356 1.207 +2.21
(.010) (.140) (1.618)
"Abradable A" .05] .203 1.212 -I.16
(.020) (.080) (1. 625)
.051 .279 1.226 Baseline
(.020) (.Ii0) (1.644)
.051 .356 1.265 +3.22
.... (.020) (.140) ..... (1.697) •
Honeycomb .025 .203 1.195 -1.54
(.010) (.080) (1.602i
.025 .279 1.213 Baseline
(.0]0) (.ii0) (1.627) .
.025 .356 1.239 +2.09
(.010) (.140) (1.661)
Honeycomb .051 .203 1.195 -4.81
(.020) (.080) (1.602)
.051 .279 1.255 Baseline
(.020) (.ii0) (1.683)
.051 .356 _ _ 1.301 +3.68
(.020) (.140) (1.745)




TAIH,E 2{i. SUMMARY OP PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT FROM USING A HONEYCOMB LAND INSTEAD OF A SMOOTII
LAND IN A FOUR KNIFE STRAIGHT SEAL FOR AN ADVANCED IIIGII BYPASS 9ATI._ TURBOFAN ENGINE
ASFC/SFC,
Change In Speclflc Fuul Consumptlon
KP, CL, V, From a Solld-Smooth Land
Pitch Clear. Velocity Seal Seal Net
Land cm cm m/s Pressure Seal Dower Change
Type (in.) ._in.!. i(ft _se_ Ratio Le_kaq¢ _ Abso_ptign Per Seal
Honeycomb .203 .051 239 2.0
(.080) (.020) I (785) -,790 -.013 -.803
Honeycomb .279 .051 ! -.850 +.015 -.835
(.110) (.020)
Honeycomb .356 .051 -.630 +.008 -.622
(.140) (.020)
Engine Cycle Description: Altitude = I0688M (35,000 ft.)
Math Number = .80
Bypass Ratio = 7.0:i
Fan Pressure Rati_ - 1.7:1
Overall Pressure Ratio - 38:1
Burner Outlet Temperature = 1700K (3060°R)
TABLE 27. SUMMARY OF ROTATIONAL POWER ABSORPTION FOR A SMOOTH, ABRADABLE,
AND HONEYCOMB LAND USING A FOUR KNIFE ADVANCED LABYRINTH SEAL
i p/_/0 ,_,P/P
CL, 1 Corzected Change
Radial v, ! Rotational From
Clearance Velocity Seal i Power Smooth
Land cm m/s Pressure kw Land
Ty]_e _ (in.) (ft /sec !, Ratio _ (h_ %
1.23 Baseline
Smooth .051 239. 2.0 1 1. 648)
(.020) [ (785.) i l._0 +5.6 ,,








This program experimentally explored labyrinth seal design and
performance parameters for which technical information was non-existent
or limited in scope. The primary goals of this program were (I) to
determine the influence of selected geometric and aerodynamic parameters
on the performance of labyrinth seals, and (2) to impruve and develop an
advanced labyrinth seal design that significantly reduces leakage. The
following summary of conclusions derived from the results obtained in
this program shows that the program goals were achieved in all
categories.
o Honeycomb lands were found to reduce leakage up to 24% for
straight-through labyrinth seals.
o Honeycomb cell depth was found to be a significant parameter
influencing the leakage of straight-through seals.
o Some abradable lands were found to leak substantially more than a
solid-smooth land.
o Grooving a porous abradable seal land signific itly reduced
leakage through the material.
o Moderate surface roughness was found to reduce the leakage of
straight-throughseals by approximately 23% over a smooth land at
.013 cm (.005 in.) clearance and 5% at .051 cm (.020 in.)
clearance. Greater roughness increased leakage.
o Rotation reduced leakage up to 10% for smooth and abradable lands
in straight-through seals, but it had negligible effect with the
honeycomb land.
o Rotation effects do not influence the selection of optimum knife
pitch for straight-through seals.
o An advanced seal design using a solid-smooth land was developed
that reduced leakage 26.9% compared to a conventional stepped seal.
o Using a honeycomb land with the advanced seal increased leakage
69% compared to the solid-smooth land.
o Rotation effects on the optimized advanced seal for leakage in the
large-to-small diameter flow direction were negligible.
o Rotation decreased the advanced seal leakage approximately 6% for
flow in the small-to-large diameter direction for the solid-smooth
and abradable lands. However, the honeycomb land experienced a 6%
leakage increase with rotation compared to the static performance.
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o The rotational power absorption for solid-smooth, abradable, and
honeycomb lands in a conventional four knife straight-through seal
showed small differences. The honeycomb ]and had the maximum
effect indicating a 6_ higher power absorption than the smooth
land.
o The rotational power absorption for the advanced seal is
approximately the same as that for the four knife straight-through
seal when both have solid-smooth lands.
o The rotational power absorption for the advanced seal design using
a honeycomb land is 13% higher than it is with the solid-smooth
land.
The results obtained during the course of this program stimulated
additional questions suggesting the need for further work. Based on the
results of this program, the following areas of investigation should be
included in future labyrinth seal performance evaluation programs:
Conventional Straight-Through Seals
o Effect of grooving solid material lands
o Effect of surface roughness on leakage in a rotational environment
Conventional Stepped Seals
o Effect of step height and knife height
o Effect of pitch
o Effect of axial position on land
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Four Knife Stralght-Through Labyrinth
Seal Flow Parameter Curves from the 2D





The labyrinth seal flow parameter curves contained in Appendix A
were derived from testing accomplished in the Detroit Diesel Allison
two-dlmensional (2D) air seal test rig.
The static test data from the 2D rig include performance for a solid-
smooth land, four abradable lands, and three honeycomb cell size land_
using a conventional four knife stralght-through seal. Nickel-graphlte
and aluminum-polyester materials were utilized to represent solid abrad-
ables, and "Abradable A" and "Abradable B" materials were utilized to
represent porous abradables. The cell sizes for the honeycomb lands
were .079 cm (.031 in.), .159 cm (.062 in.), and .318 cm (.125 in.).
The cell depth was .381 cm (.150 in.). Each land was tested at three
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Four Knife Straight-Through Labyrinth Sea] Flow
Parameter Curves from the 3D Air Seal Test Rig
for Smooth, Abradable, and Honeycomb Lands
B-I
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The labyrinth seal flow parameter curves contained in Appendix B
were derived from testing accomplished in the Detroit Diesel A11ison
15.2 cm (6.00 in.) diameter dynamic air seal test rig (3D rig).
The data include 3D rig static and dynamic test results for solid-
smooth, abradabie, and honeycomb lands using a conventional four knife
straight-through seal design. The "Abradable A" land material repre-
sented the porous lands. The honeycomb land cell size was .159 cm
(.062 in.), clnd the cell depth was .254 cm (.lOf in.).
Each [and w,ls tested with seal knife pitch values of .203 cm (.O80 In.),
.279 cm (.if0 in.), and .356 cm (.140 in.). All configurations were
tested at .025 cm (.010 in.) and .051 cm (.020 in.) radial clearances.
In addition to the static test, dynamic test_ _ere run at constant
rotational sp,'eds equivalent to knife tip velocities of 80 m/s
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APPENDIX C
2D and 3D Rig Test Results of a
Four Knife Straight Seal with




The plots contained in Appendix C illustrate the seal leakage
_ffects due to knife rub grooves in an abradable land. These
tests were conducted in the Detroit Diesel Allison 2D and 3D
air seal test rigs. The test configuration was a four knife
straight-through labyrinth seal with the following geometry:
Knife Pitch = .279 cm (.!10 in.)
Knife Height = .279 cm (.110 in.)
Knife Angle = 90° (Vertical)
Knife Tip Thickness = .025 cm (.OlO in.)






NOTE: All knife clearances are based on tiledistance from the
knife tip to the non-grooved land surface.
The following operating parameters were investigated:
2D Rig: At knife clearances s .013 cm (.005 in.), .025 cm (.010 in.), _..
and .051 cm (.020 in.), the following knife-groove axial
positions were tested:
I. Knives directly above the grooves.
2. Knives .013 cm (.005 in.) forward of the grooves.
3. Knives .025 cm (.010 in.) forward of the grooves.
4. Knives .013 cm (.005 in.) aft of the grooves.
5. Knives .025 cm (.010 in.) aft of the grooves.
6. Knives halfway between the grooves.
C-2
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3D Ri_: At a knife radial clearance = .025 rm (.010 in.), the
following knife-groove axial positions were tested with
102 ° and 360 ° peripheral land grooves:
i. Knives directly above the grooves.
2. Knives .025 cm (.010 in.) forward of the grooves.
3. Knives .n25 cm (.010 in.) aft of the grooves.
Knife tip speeds at each condition were:
V = 0 (static).
V = 80 m/s (261 ft/sec).
V = 159 m/s (523 ft/sec).
V = 239 m/s (785 ft/sec).
1978019484-212
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iThe agreement between test results from the 2D rig and the 3D rig
was generally good. Figures D-I through D-4 show the rig correlation
obtained for four knife straight seals with a solld-smooth land and a
representative honeycomb land at .025 cm (.010 in.) and .05] cm (.020
in.) clearances. The correlation data for these straight seals are
summarized in Table D-I. The honeycomb land displays an unusual
sensitivity to clearance and may be sensitive to tile relation between
the knife tip and honeycomb cell edge orientation.
Figure D-5 illustrates the 2D rig to 3D rig correlation for the
advanced seal, which was developed on the 2D rig. %hls comparison
shows good agreement at pressure ratios less than about 1.3 and only
a slight further deterioration beyond about a pressure ratio of 2.0
to 6.5% variation at a pressure ratio of 3. The correlation data for
the advanced seal geometry in 2D rig and 3D rig tests are summarized
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Power Absorption Curves from 3D Air Seal Rig Tests
on Four Knife Straight-Through Seals and an Optimized




The labyrinth seal power absorption curves contained in Appendix
E were derived from testing accomplished in the Detroit Diesel
Allison 15.2_ cm (6.00 in.) diameter, dynamic air seal test rig
(3D rig).
Rotational power absorption was measured for:
1. Four knife straight-through seal configurations with
rotor pitch values of .203 cm (.080 in.), .279 cm
(.110 in.), and .356 cm (.140 in.) tested with so]ld-
smooth, abradable, and honeycomb lands. The "Abradable
A" porous material was used in the abradable land. The
honeycomb land cell size was .159 cm (.062 in.), and the
cell depth was .254 cm (.100 in.).
All configurations were tested at .025 cm (.010 in.) and
.051 cm (.020 in.) radial clearances.
2. An optimized advanced seal configuration was tested wlth
solid-smooth, abradable, and honeycomb lands at a radial
clearance of .051 cm (.020 in.). The materials used in
the stepped land were the same three which were used in
the stralght-through seal configurations.
Rotor Geometry: 4 Slanted Knives
Knife Angle - 50 °
Pitch = .762 cm (.300 in.)
Step Height = .305 cm (.120 in.)





Applying Rotational Seal Power
Absorption Data to Engine Environmental Conditions
Sample Problem
Calculate the relative rotational power absorption
difference between two potential land surfaces for
a typical seal application in a hlgh bypass ratio
turbofan engine wlth an overall compressor pressure
ratio, RCOA = 38.
Design Assumptions
Seal Location: First Stage, High Pressure Turbine
Wheel, Inlet Face.
Seal Type: Optimized Advanced Seal.
Potential Land Surfaces:
o Solid-Smooth ',and
o "Abradable A" Land
Seal Geometry: Flow Direction = STLD
Seal Diameter, DS = 61.5 cm (24.2 In.)
Clearance, CL = .051 cm (.020 In.)
Number of Knives, KN = 4
Pztch, KP = .762 cm (, '00 in.)
Knife Angle, K0 = 50°
Knife Height, KH = .381 cm (.150 In.)
Step Height, SH = .305 cm (.120 in.)
Seal Operating Environment:
Seal Inlet Temperature TU = 940 K (1692"R)
Seal Inlet Pressure, PU = 3723 kPa (540 psla)
Seal Pressure Ratio, pU/PD = 1.7




Calculate the 3eal dynamic operating conditions.
Seal Knife Tip Velocity,
DS * RPMV
_000
= 290. _s (950. __secft)





= 161" -m 1526" ft)s msec
From Figure E-7 for the STLD optimized advanced seal with a clearance
of .051 cm (.020 in.) at pU/PD = 1.7 on the abcissa and parametric curves
for a corrected knife tip speed of V/JO " 159 m 1523 ftt I , read the sea! rig
rotor corrected power on the ordinate: s | sec l
Land Material
Q,
"Abradable A" .373 kw (.500 hp)
Solld-Smooth .343 kw (.460 hp)
4
,_ *The diq_eter ratio scales the corrected power parameter to generallze
the performance between the engine seal, DS, and tile reference 3D rig
seal, Dst d. The reference seal diameter for the 3D test rig is Dst d =
15.24 cm (6.00 in.).
E-4
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Therefore, the additional corrected power absorbed by an "Abradable A"
land relative _o a solid-smooth land is
AP (Dstd I = .030 kw (.040 hp)S ]
_he additional actual power absorbed by an "Abradable A" !and in
the engine seal relative to a solid-smooth land is
_D S ]J _Dstd
_6_:3 288116 15"241 8.0 kw (10.7 hp)
Therefore, the application of "Abradable A" material to the first
stage, high pressure turblne wheel front seal w111 absorb 8.0 kw
(10.7 hp) more than a solld-smooth land at the design conditions,
It should be noted that to determlne the net system performance,





FIGURE E-1. CORRECTED SEAL ROTOR POWER VERSUS SEAL PRESSURE
RATIO FOR A FOUR KNIFE STRAIGHT SEAL
L, CLEARANCE = .025 cm (.010 in.)
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FIGURE E-2. CORRECTED SEAL ROTOR POWER VERSUS SEAL PRESSURE
RATIO FOR A FOUR KNIFE STRAIGHT SEAL
!
CL, CLEARANCE = .051 cm (.020 in.) IiKP, KNIFE PITCH = .203 cm (.?80 in.)
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FIGURE E-3. CORRECTEDSEAL ROTOR POWER VERSUSSEAL PRESSURE
RATIO FOR A FOUR KNIFE STRAIGHT SEAL
|1 i i, i
JCL, CLEARANCE = .025 cm (.010 in.) J
I
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FIGURE E-4. CORRECItD SI:AL ROTOR POWER VERSUS SEAL PRESSURE
RATIO FOR A FOUR KNIFE STRAIGHT SEAL
I II I I
CL, CLEARANCE = .051 cm (.020 in.)
KP, KNIFE PIICH : .279 cm (.110 in.)
I I
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FIGURE E-5. CORRECTEDSEAL ROTOR POWER VERSUSSEAL PRESSURE
RATIO FOR A FOUR KNIFE STRAIGHT SEAL
CLEARANCE= .025 cm (.010 in.)
KP, KNIFE PITCH= .356 cm (.140 in.)
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FIGURE E-6. CORRECTEDSEAL ROTOR POWER VERSUSSEAL PRESSURE
RAT'O FOR A FOUR KhlIFF STRAIGHT SEAL
I I Ellii
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FIGURE E-7. CORRECTEDSEAL ROTOR POWER VERSUSSEAL PRESSURE
RATIO FOR THE OPTIMUM ADVANCED SEAL
CL, CLEARANCE= .051 cm (.020 in.) IKP, KNIFE PITCH _ .762 cm (.3 0 in.)
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Examples of the computer program outputs from both the 2D rig
and the 3D rig tests are presented for representative seal con-
figurations and test conditions. The outputs of the programs
are organized _n the following groups:
(I) instrumentation readings in analog units.
(2) test data in standard working units.
(3) seal leakage performance in parametric form.
(4) seal power absorption performance test data and
parameters (for the 3D rig only).
The raw data from 2D rig testing are in Figures F-I and F-2. Figures
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_-D SEAL RIG DATA
sc_C C6NV_--_eZA--FOLY_K_XFE Sl _,_¢,Hr SE_C SMOOTHLArgO
ROTOR EX12300A LANDS T819266 DATE: U8/0_'"77
CL=.Ola.K=OU,,P=.lIN,KH=.IlOt_rI=O , AN6=90, DTC=O ,AIR.=|,1
1NP_T U_Tk
IESr SE_,IUENCL t.:C,- ................... ._1 lhkU _t,
UHIFICE INLL/ _'et_.,I.L .............. ._>._H ,hV b;kbL
ORIFICF OUTLET FwES_CU,_E.............. J._.,_ MV G, l,E
StAL INLr_T P_LS_L,,_E .................. _.37 f_V GPG[
_[AL_UIL_I _._u_L-_--_--.-_---__-_-:-_.-_-r-_,Z2 "V (_,_bl
uHIFIEE INLET TL"HLHAIL'._L ........... - 75.00 Uti)PLLS F
SEAL INLET IEMPE'CATUR_ ............... 72.t;b UtbPtLS F
UIA_ETER OF OHIFIC_ .................. U.91,b ll,:ll_lS
-_AL _OIUK _LLIAIIONAL SPFED--:'--r---_- C. _PQ
AVERAbL KNIFE I'IAFETLH IMOIATII_u) .... 6.00_ I*.I.)IS
AVERAGE STAIOR F_A_EILR .............. 6,0_:_ l_,(,ItS
_ PN]E_ OLe_LEIL_S I.'IQ'I.AJ_IN___J__b. LI_L_____.OO_L b,YUo _.U_JJ
KNIFE 91AMEILR. _' (SI,,TLC) _,.UU3 F.OUi b.f,bc) {_.b_o
CLEAHANCE 6.,32_ _ .023 b __•(,- _".02 ,_
C,b] PU L_UAI {_ .....................
BAROrI_TRI C P#([_;SURE .................. '].;, H,b HI)l_i
• ORIFICE INL6T PRLSSURIr ............... _o.6b HSIA
_/_L_IEEJ PJES_U_/r .............. ;b.6g PSIA
ORIFICt UELTA PRESSURE- 11.97 PSI
SEAL INLET PRL_SUPL ..................
SEAL OUTLET P_, SSDR[ ................. _X:?_ F_SJAk':;l ,%
_AL _U-EL.1.A t- HI SSuhE --_- ; ---" -_-" -_;-- -" -_ 25.:1 PSI
ORIFICE INL} T IL_FL,,,AI_HE ............ b$2,G'_ _E_HF_L3 k
_I=,',L INLLT TLM_-FHAroHE ............... b:_.69 UL{_RLLS A
CHIFIEE ARE_,- ......................... D.]96 _U lf_
__ _RtFICE_JrLOFr--- ..... ,- ....... -__....... 'J,l_'_b L_Z._LC
SE_L PRr-SSU_ R_T:O .................. 2,5_3_
AVG. KNIFL VEL,_CITY .................. O.U PT/S_,,C
_ ROIAT LI:_L__
KNIFE Si_IOR --- SEAL -IJ_EAL _LOW FLOW DISCHARGE
_IA. OIA. CL F.ARANCE AHEA PARAMEIEH HARAME1ER COEFF.
_NCh_S I rJl:14ES I NLHL_; 5Q IN WRT/P& Wff,I/P
__ b. 01_9 6.U_3Q 0. _IELL 0.1 ,_9 J,,_576_0 0. 067_':_ O._Sblu4
6 0030 6.(_0- n. Cl0U _.i'_-(} 0.:_57_;c(_ 0.0b7tib3 U:bH1599" _,O30 & 0230 O UIDO O.I_S9 O. bTk2u O.O675b_ 6_b217
6.00_0 6. U2.B _ o.blOd C. 1;_h'_ O._b/620 U. {)675_ (j,_gb_.4b
VALUES CALCULAIED USING AV_._ DIAMETERS .............
6.00S0 6. n2,_u o.01,00 o._b_ 0.6015'_I O.J67bb_ o.71_bb3
q,q
FIGUREF-3. 31:)SEALRIG DATA FOR THE4 KNIFE STRAIGHTSEALWITH A






5-U _,L _L _IL', L/,'IL
SEAL CONY. 1_2A FOuR KNIfl 5Tt, l(,hl ."L/,L - _MOOTI't LAND
_OTOR EX125(_OA LANDS T¢_266 D/_T[: UB/()5/17
CL:,01U _K:UN'IP:. I | 0_KH:. 1 ] 0 _$M:0 pAM6:90 , DTC :0 ,C[R.:BI
l_ P.'T : ,I"
/r_sT SEr_U('NLE r,O. .................... 331 IhHb 3WO
ORIFIL r INLFI PqL.SS'JRL ............. ph.gW ,_,V GJ[,L
UWIFIC _ nUTL_ T ,_r_'_SC,'I_E............ I'Jo';_S ,-i_ G_,F
SEAL I',PLr.T _'Mt_9_L'R__................. 20.43 _,z£ ,;_GL
-- _EAL-_)_JILLT-PKL_-CJ:__E ................. .. 2,1M _';V bi,f.sE
ORIFICL I_L _ I IE,'"_,_AI-'J_E--L._===L .... 77.00 ..:L;,_tc% ,
S_t,L. lt, Ltl It_"f'r /,'It,r(t ............... B|.d_: ut,.VI r_b
OIAP('IFr_ be O',']_-](_u.................. _J.FO0 l, _,-LS
SEAL '_OI_ W _L|A|I.:"JI, L ._LEI-' .......... -, }0_.5_, Kt',,
.VtR_oL K,';II-[_Ol_'rTL. lnCTAIJ,_.c) ..... 6. Ut_4 ll,('t,e%
K'JTF't "+IAIhE. I__('-OT'_III'.G] (',.!.lj_4 _ , .W
e,_It'_.-_I_',EILI-S ._(I)IT_C}--" (".JU_ _'..UL.._ b.l,,l.a _-,UF.4
hAllO.ME IP IC _LSSL_E .................. l_. N'O PSIA
OwIFICE IPLLT FRE'S_"-URE ............... qg.'f4 PSIA
",i- ;C; _CU tELl. P-_E$S_:_L--_-__-__-.-_---_---.-__-.__WE. _;L PSIA
,,.t_-ICF L,LL'_ P_tSSu"t. ............... _:_G PSIbFAL IPIL T I,:,WL..R.cUHE ......... . . . . _ A
'_AL OUTLLf F'I_fS_LsRE ................. ]?.3/ FSIA
C'(IFICE II;LLI IEPPtr_AIJhL ....... ¢-_--- .'_6.6_ btbHkL.'., H
_LAL IP,'Lt.I TLMPLI+t, TuH L ............... _ue0._, 9 ULI, Htr..S N
O'(TFICL AHF_ ......................... U,19_ S(,; _,'1
(_'_IFICF. FLIt.- ........................ ,3.107_ I,._/'.LC
"-EAL r'_E._.CUr. E H,_II3._-._--- " ...... 2..4510
_VC,. _I_IFL \LLr, CIII .................. 792.@ F I/.SIC
ROTATING _
KtJ_[I_E STATOR _A-L " 3EAL FLOW _ LO_ r)l_CrtAR_E
DIA. DIA. (,LEARANCE AREA PARAMETER PARAMEI E'R COEFF,
I_I:MLS I_';CHL S Ir,_k,tL 5 ._O lh WRT/PA WRT/P
._.n,'41_'oo'_l(_'n-b_1---''_'5_-_.(J23u.;.c_(,.........!:;!!! ii!_9_._i !i._!!!_!, _ C.US91_U'O6"I'b"'U_'l_}_.51.'IOZ'_"'_I4Z'_Ob.55.,11b ,,)3'+I .-_.U-'3 b 0. 0591 u,h t,.577 OH
6.00_0 u.0230 0.C095 D.I7_O U,_$U_ O.ObglN_ O.b_oe72
-T:B-_ M4T]=--RIG- _EkL- _u TuK"HOK=_._'UWLR--A'B_OFFPT l ON"DkTA " "
] I_.WU I /'&Tit
--TI-TRB- OR F-INC_T-P F E S g,]h E--;_.;- - --- ---- - - _'_._ _ - PSIA
IURB ORF OUTLET P,_tSSugt ............. 52.W_ _'SIA
TURB OAF lfJLE1 TLP'PFH/,1LML- 7_._0 _EG.F
TU_B NO/zI.E INI..ET pk_.,',bvl-f_LJ+) ........ _2, 9J _aS'A
1U R_-N0-'ZZL [- I _L E T--F'A-L-£ _ L 6 E/,_ )--_--_;-Z i_, U-_ P,_ _,_
IuRB NOZZLE INLET "rEM;)EPATUPE ........ 7B.0O _Lb._"
TUR/] EXIT laRF_I,I',E I_) ................ Iq.Sk la'_l_
TURB EXlr fEMPER_IUR_" ................ _o uL(.._
TURBINE RO',ATIONAL ._PEED ............. ]_370. WP,'_
..... (.IJTPL 1 _J_ATA _ .
IURP OAF C,t.LT., P / P ................. 0.109 $"
tUR_ OR_: FLOW ........................ 0.805 L_t,'SIC
__IUReLP KF5_+J_E,-_.p]1O_-_"."_-_"_ '_"--"._"-_=_".... ._ 2, _
TURB BLADL .'.I_.i'L _ - It ....... -_..... --'_"--_]1._W Fr/'_LL
:::::::::::::::::::::0_ QUE_EOEFFt_tEBT ................... 0,ha5
HORSEPOWER ABSORpT_rGN ................ t4.818 HP
{;ORe, NP ABSORPTION . HP/IOELTA_Rt'T| ) 1.&_2 tip
CORR,L JtP__P_ _ii[._L " N -__ ,O.,_.A.__ L_,J ....
FIGURE F-3 (b). DYNAMIC CONCITIONS, 30000 RPM
F-6
1978019484-263
/3-D SEAL RIG DATA
SEAL CONF. 2068 FOUR KNVFE STEPPED SEAL - SMOOTH LANE)
ROTOR EXI2"I_O LANDS EX12418I OATE: lI/ ",17/
CL=.OZO,K=O4,P-.3OOtKH=.t50,SH=. 120,ANG=5OtDTC =. I02tOIR.=LTSD
INPUT DATA
TEST SEQUENCE NO° IOl THRLI IIO
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE ....... 29._t5 IN HG
ORIFICE INLET PRESSURE 3B.23 MV GAGE
ORIFICE OUTLET PRESSURE 27.78 MV GAGE
SEAL INLET PRFSSURE ...... 2.8.6,7 MV GAGE
SEAL OUTLET PRFSSURE .................. L.2L MV GAGE
ORIFICF INLET YFMPERATURE 72.00 DEGREES F
SEAL INLET TEMPERATURE ............... /I.]O DEGREES F
DIAMETER OF CRIFICE ........... 0.500 INCHES
SEAL ROTOR ROTATIONAL SPEED ......... -" O. RPM
AVERAGE KNIFE DIAMETER (qOTATING) .... 5.64_ INCHES
AVERAGE STATOR DIAMETER 5.683 INCHES
KNIFE DIAMETERS IROTATING) 6.005 5.16_ 5.524 5.284
KNIFE DIAMETERS (STATIC) 6.005 5. 16zt 5.529 5.284
CLEARANCE 5.0_2 5.803 5.564 5.323
OUTPUT DATA
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE ........... [4._6 PSIA
ORIFICE INLET PRESSURE ...... ,-........ 66.5(_ PSIA
ORIFICE OUTLET PRESSURE .............. 52.3[ PSIA
ORIFICE DELTA PRESSURE ........ [4.24 PSI
SEAl INLET PRESSURE .................. 53.52 PSIA
SEAL OUTLET PRESSURE ....... |6.|I PSIA
SEAL DELTA PRESSURE .................. 37,4I PSI
ORIFICE INLET FCMPERATURF ............ 531.b9 DEGREES R
SEAL INLET IE_4PERATURE 530.69 DEGREES R
ORIFICE AREA 0.196 SO IN
ORIFICE QW ...... ,, 0. t617 LB/SEC
SEAL PRE_ URF R_TiO 3.3217
AVG. KNIFE VELOCITY .......... 0.0 FT/SEC
ROTATING
KNIFE STATDR SEAL SEAL FLOW FLOW DISCHARGE
DIA. PIA. CLEARANCE AREA PARAMETER PARAMETER COEFF.
INCHES INCHES- INCHES S0- IN ..... WRTIPA WRT/P
6.0098 6.0425 0.0188 0.3567 O. 195|5_t 0.069613 0.212362
5.7638 5.8032 0.0197 0.3579 0.I94481 0.0696|] 0.211629
5.5242 5.5638 0.0198 0.3948 0.201868 0.0696|3 0.2L9668
5. 284t 5.3225 0.0192 0.3199- O. 21762Z O. 0696|3 0.Z368|0
VALUES CALCULATED USING AVERAGE DIAMETERS
5.6442 5.6830 0.0199 0.3450 O. ZOl 198 0.069613 0.219591
FIGURE F-4. 30 SEAL RIG DATA =OR THE 4 KNIFE ADVANCED SEAL WITH A







3-9 SEAL RIG DATA
SEAL CONF. 2gb_ FOUR KNIFE STEPPED SFA1 - SMOf_TH LAND
RnT(IR _:X|_|R,3 LBNDS EXt24191 O&TF: lI/ ,,/71
CL = .020, K=J@, P=. 3_0, KH= .153, SH=. 120,ANG=SJ, DTC=. 102 ,DIP. =LTSD
INPUT DATA
TEST SEQUENCE NO.- ................... _,Ol THRU 4|0
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE .................. 29.'_5 IN HG
ORIFICE INLFT PQESSURE ............... 36.d5 MV GAGE
ORIFICE OUTLET PqESSURF .............. 21.37 MV GAGE
SEAL INLET PRFSSURE .................. 28.[@ MV GAGE
SFAL OUTLET PRESSURE ................. 1.18 MV GAGE
ORIFICE INLET TEMPERATURE ............ 73.50 DEGPEES F
SEAL INLET TEMPFRATURE- 76.00 DEGQEES F
DIAMETER OF ORIFICE .................. 0.500 INCHES
SEAL ROTOR ROTATIONAL SPEED 29881. RPM
AVERAGE KNIFE DIAMETER (R()TATINGI .... 5.645 INCitES
AVERAGE STATOR DIAMETER .............. 5.683 INCHES
KNIFE DIAMETERS (ROT_TINGI 6.006 5. F65 5.525 5.285
KNIFE DIAMETERS ISTATIC) 6.005 5.76@ 5.52@ 5.286
CLEARANCE 6.062 5.833 5.5o't 5.32.],
OUTPUT DATA
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE .................. L@.4b PSIA
ORIFICE INLET PRESSURE ............... b@.bb PSIA
ORIFICE OUTLET PRESSURE .............. 51.75 PSIA
ORIFIC_ DELTA PRESSURE ............... [2.91 PSI
SEAL INLET PRESSURE- 52.80 PSIA
SEAL OUTLET PRESSURE-- 16.02 PSIA
SEAL DELTA PRESSURE--- ]6.78 PSI
ORIFICE INl ET TEMPERATURE- 533. I9 DEGREES R
SFAL INLET TEMPERATURE ............... 535.o9 DEGREES R
ORIFICE AREA-- 0.196 SO IN
ORIFICE FLOW 0.1522 LBISEC
SEAL PRESSURE RATIO .................. 3.2964
AvG. KNIFE VELOCITY- /35.0 FTISEC
ROT AT ING
KNIFE STATOR SEAL SEAL FLOW FL(JW OI EtHAn,bE
OIA. I)IA. CLEARANCE AREA PARAMETER PARAMETER COEFF.
INCHES INCHES INCHES S@ IN wRT/PA WRT/P
6.Q058 _.0425 0.0183 0.3470 0.192223 0.066709 0.209519
5.1647 5.UJ32 0.0192 0.3691 0.190148 0.066709 O, 207910
5.5250 5.5cJ38 0,0194 0,3_79 0.197411 0.066709 0.215173
5. ;:_868 5.3225 0.0189 0.3161 0.212393 0.066709 0.231503
VALUES CALCULATED USING AVERAGE DIAMETERS
5.6_5l 5.6830 0.0190 0.331_ O. 1977@1 0.066709 0.215533
3-U DYNAMIC RIG SEAL ROTOR HORSEPOWER ABSORPTION DATA
INPUT RATA
TUR80RF INLET PRESSURE .............. @I.33 PSIA
TunB ORF OUTLET PRESSURE ............. 5_.-':2 PSIA
TURB ORF INLET TEMPERATURE ........... 74.00 DEG.F
TURB NOZZLE INLET PRESSURE([) 43.92 PSIA
TURB NOZZLE INLET PRESSURE|21 ........ 44.88 P_IA
TURB NOZZLE INLET TEwPE°ATURE ........ 74.90 DEG.F
TUR8 EXIT PRESSURE(ll 14.61 PSIA
TURB EXIT PRESSUREI21 ............... 14.b0 PSlA
TURB EXIT TEMPERATURE ................ 64,00 DEG.F
TURBINE POTATIONAL SPEED 29878,, RPM
OUTPUT DATA
TURB ORF DELTA P / P 0.111
TURB ORF _:LOW 0.849 LB/SEC
TURB PRFSbURE RATIO .................. 3°060
TURB BLADE SPFED - U 818.17 FT/SEC
TURB NOZZLE ,lET SPEED - C* 1322.70 FT/SEC
BLADE-JET SPEED RATIO ................ 0.619
TOROUE COEFFICIENT-- 0.055
TURBINE EFFICIENCY-- 0.[_ PERCENT
HORSEPOWER ABSORPTION 5.706 HP '_
CORR. HP AI)SO_DTION- HPI(DELtABRITt| i.562 HR
CORR. hP PER UNIT SEAL CIRCUMFERENCE-- 0.088 HP/IN




Notes from the Test Log on the Subject of






The testing of certain four knife straight seals in the 2D rig
produced acoustic phenomena.
During testing of the "Abradable A" and "Abradable B" lands, a
step change in the sound intensity of the leakage air was noticed
as seal pressure ratio was increased beyond a characteristic value.
The point at which the sound step change occurred was a function of
the clearance, pressure ratio, and land material. No change in the
seal leakage (flow parameter characteristic) was detected. After
the sound step (apward) occurred, it remained at the higher level to
the maximum pressure ratio tested. When these acoustic phenomena
were encountered during a test, several check points of data were
taken as the pressure ratio was reduced. As the seal inlet pressure
decreased, the leakage air acoustics experienced a step down in level
but not necessarily at the same pressure ratio for which the sound
stepped up. The phenomena were repeatable. The solld-smooth, nickel-
graphite, and aluminum-polyester lands did not demonstrate the sound
step change. A summary of the acoustic step observations is presented
in Table G-I.
The honeycomb land tests produced an acoustic phenomenon of different
characteristics. Unlike the acoustics associated with the abradable
tests in which a step change in noise level occurred, the .079 cm
(.031 in.) cell honeycomb land produced a continue = increase to a
high noise intensity with increasing pressure ratio. Although
sound measurements were not taken, the .079 cm (.031 in.) honeycomb
at .051 cm (.020 in.) clearance produced a noise level which was
several times the nominal loudness experienced at .013 cm (.005 in.)
and .025 cm (.010 in.) clearances. The sound levels associated with
the .159 cm (.062 in.) and .318 cm (.125 in.) cell honeycombs were
of the same order as the typical sound levels experienced with the
.079 cm (.031 in.) cell honeycomb at .013 cm (.005 in.) and .025 cm
(.OlO in.) clearances. Cursory analysis of the .381 cm (.150 in.)
deep honeycomb test results indicated a possible correlation of the
phenomenon with a 1/4 wave resonance tube effect. However, when
cell depth was reduced by wax filling the honeycomb lands for
subsequent tests, no acoustical noise of equivalent so-nd intensity
was noticed during these runs. The possible effects o _x meniscus
and compliance in the honeycomb cell is not known.
None of these acoustical phenomena were noted during similar tests
on the 3D rig. Background noise level is considerably higher on
the 3D rig and could have obscured the seal leakage acoustics.
Acoustic phehomena are of concern relative to engine applications




TABLE G-I. SUMMARY OF ABRADABLE LAND NOISE LEVEL VARIATIONS
NOTED DURING TEST CALIBRATIONS
TYPE SEAL OPERATING CHANGE NOTED SEAL INLET SEAL PRESSURE
LAND CLEARANCE MODE OF IN NOISE LEVEL PRESSURE,u RATIO ,u NOISE




"Abradable A" .013 (0.005) PU Increasing Step Change to 440.1 (63.83) 4.41
Higher Noise
Level
.013 (0.005) Pu Decreasing Step Change to 250.5 (36.33) 2._1
Lower Noise
Level
"Abradable B" .025 (0.010 PU Increasing Step Change to 557.6 (80.87) 5.61
Higher Noise
Level
.025 (0.010) PU Decreasing Step Change to 142.2 (20.62) 1.43
• Lower Noise
Level
"Abradable B" .013 (0.005) PU Increasing Step Change to 303.0 (43.94) 3.03
Higher Noise
Level















A Flow area between the seal knives cm in.
and land
Cd Seal discharge coefficient
CL Clearance between seal knives and tm i..
land
c Specific heat at constant pressure .I/kg • K I, tu/ll_ "1
p |11
Ca Maximum jet (spouting) velocity m/s tt/s_c
DT Turb_n_ tip diameter cm in.
DTC Distance-to-contact:axial clearance cm I,.
between knife and land, undefined for
constant height straight-through seals
g Standard gravitational accel_ration mass kg m/N • s" Ib II/Ibt_et"
conversion factor '"
KH Knife height cm in.
KN Number of knives ....
KP Knife pitch cm i..
KT Knife tip thickness cm in.
Ke Knife angle deg, _ deg, °
LTSD Leakage flow direction from the large .....
to-small seal diameter
P Seal rotor power absorption kw hp
PD Seal plenum downstream pressure kPa psia
PU Seal plenum upstream pressure kPa psia
PSOD Seal orifice downstream pressure kPa p_a
PSOU Seal orifice upstream pressure kPa psla
PTD Seal drive turbine exit plenum pressure kPa psla
PTU Seal drive turbine inlet plenum pressure kPa psla






PTOU Seal drive turbine orifice upstream kPa psla
pressure
ib ft
R Gas constant kJ/kg • K f
RMS Root mean square ]bm °R
RPM Rotational speed, angular velocity rpm rpm
SH Step height cm Ill.
SFC Engine thrust specific fuel consumption k_ Ibm
N • s tDfSeC
STLD Leakage flow direction from the small.....
to-large seal diameter
t Turbine rotor stall torque N . cm I. Ib_
/T Square root of temperature K_ °R½
TU Seal upstream plenum temperature K °R
T Seal drive turbine exit plenum K °R
"TD
temperature
TTU Seal drive turbine inlet plenum K °R
temperature
TSOU Seal orifice tube upstream temperature K °R
YTOU Turbine orifice tube upstream K °R
temperature
U Turbine blade tip speed m/s ft/sec
V Seal knife tip speed m/s ft/sec
w Seal airflow rate kg/s Ib /sec
m
wT Turbine airflow rate kg/s Ib /secm
y Specific heat ratio ....
Pressure/base (std) pressure .... ..
qT Turbine adiabatic efficiency ....
0 Temperature/base (st_ temperature ....
Conventional transcendental number, ....
ratio of circular circumference to
• diameter
T Turbine torque coefficient ....
----r--w/TU Airflow parameter kg • K_ Ib_ °R½m





' Distance to Knife Tip lhicknesse K1
Step Helght,_____SH__Land ]Radial Clearance. CI_
KnifeHeight,K ' _- t
L _ Knife Anglee K 0 LTSD Flow Direction
_ t q- Rotor I (Large-to-SmallDiameter) '
(Small-to-Large Diameter) Knife PitchS KP
I
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